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THE COLONIAL ERA

ART IN AN AGE OF PURITANISM
the well-dressed puritan
Portraits subscribe to a set of visual codes, and in interpreting American portraits of the
colonial period it is necessary to understand the great importance attached to such markers of class and status as costume and hair. The following excerpts from the sumptuary
laws of the Massachusetts Bay Colony indicate the degree to which seventeenth-century
Puritans worried about vanity and excess. In addition to regulating the use of costly
materials, such as lace and gold thread, these laws have much to say about specific styles
of dress. Sleeves, for example, must not be too puffy or too short, and they cannot have
too many slashes (gathered fabric tailored so as to expose an underlayer of differentcolored cloth). Hair should be arranged simply, without ribbons or extensions, and men
should wear their own short locks rather than cover their heads with wigs. The latter was
particularly worrisome to conservative Puritans. The minister Samuel Willard is known
to have had at least one congregant desert his Boston church when his son, Josiah Willard, cut his hair and began wearing a wig in 1701. Those who preached against wigs
argued that they constituted a kind of disguise, erasing distinctions of age and sex and
marring the handiwork of God. One senses here a need for fixed definitions and categories in society. Indeed, as the law of 1651 makes clear, these regulations existed to maintain class distinctions just as much as they supported religious doctrine. Only families
of wealth, education, or municipal office were granted exceptions to the rules. In this
light, the decisions about dress that portraitists and sitters were required to make as they
composed their images take on unusual significance.
Massachusetts General Court, law passed September 3, 1634.

The Court, takeing into consideracon the greate, superfluous, & unnecessary expences occacioned by reason of some newe & immodest fashions, as also the ordinary weareing of silver,
golde, & silke laces, girdles, hatbands, etc, hath therefore ordered that noe person, either man
or woman, shall hereafter make or buy any apperill, either wollen, silke, or lynnen, with any
lace on it, silver, golde, silke, or threed, under the penalty of forfecture of such cloathes, etc.
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Also, that noe person, either man or woman, shall make or buy any slashed cloathes, other
then one slashe in each sleeve, and another in the backe; also, all cutworks, imbroidered or needle worke capps, bands, & rayles, are forbidden hereafter to be made & worne, under the aforesaid penalty.
Massachusetts General Court, law passed September 9, 1639.

Hearafter no person whatsoever shall make any garment for weomen, or any of ther sex, with
sleeves more then halfe an elle wide in the widest place thereof, & so proportionable for biger
or smaller persons.
And for present reformation of imoderate great sleeves, & some other superfluities, wich
may easily bee redressed without much prediudice, or the spoile of garments, as imoderate great
breches, knots of ryban, broad shoulder bands, & rayles, silk rases, double ruffes, & cuffes, etc.
Massachusetts General Court, law passed October 14, 1651.

Although severall declarations & orders have bin made by this Court agaynst excesse in apparrill, both of men & woemen, which hath not yet taken that efect which were to be desired,
but on the contrary we cannot but to our greife take notice that intollerable excesse & bravery hath crept in uppon us, & especially amongst people of meane condition, to the dishonor
of God, the scandall of our profession, the consumption of estates, & altogether unsuteable
to our povertie . . . Yet we cannot but accoumpt it our duty to comend unto all sorte of persons a sober & moderate use of those blessings which, beyond our expectation, the Lord hath
been pleased to afford unto us in this wildernes, & also to declare our utter detestation & dislike that men or women of meane condition, educations, & callinges should take uppon them
the garbe of gentlemen, by the wearinge of gold or silver lace, or buttons, or poynts at theire
knees, to walke in greate bootes; or women of the same ranke to weare silke or tiffany hoodes
or scarfes, which though allowable to persons of greater estates, or more liberall education,
yet we cannot but judge it intollerable in persons of such like condition; its therefore ordered
by this Court & the authoritie thereof, that no person within this jurisdiction, or any of theire
relations depending uppon them, whose visible estates, reall & personall, shall not exceede the
true & indeferent value of two hundred poundes, shall weare any gold or silver lace, or gold
or silver buttons, or any bone lace above two shillings per yard, or silke hoodes or scarfes, uppon poenalty of ten shillinges for every such offence . . . provided, that this law shall not extend to the restraynt of any magistrate or other publicke officer of this jurisdiction, theire wives
& children, who are left to theire discretion in wearinge of apparrill, or any settled millitary
officer, or souldier in the time of military servise, or any other whose education & imploymente have beene above the ordinary degree, or whose estates have beene considerable, though
now decayed.
Massachusetts General Court, law passed November 3, 1675.

Whereas there is manifest pride openly appearing amongst us in that long haire, like weomens
haire, is worne by some men, either their owne or others haire made into perewiggs, and by
some weomen wearing borders of haire, and theire cutting, curling, & imodest laying out theire
haire, which practise doeth prevayle & increase, especially amongst the younger sort,—
This Court doeth declare against this ill custome as offencive to them, and divers sober christians amongst us, and therefore doe hereby exhort and advise all persons to use moderation in
this respect . . .
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Notwithstanding the wholesome lawes already made by this Court for restreyning excesse
in apparrell, yet through corruption in many, and neglect of due execution of those lawes, the
evill of pride in apparrell, both for costlines in the poorer sort, & vaine, new, strainge fashions,
both in poore & rich, with naked breasts and armes, or, as it were, pinioned with the addition
of superstitious ribbons both on haire & apparrell; for redresse whereof, it is ordered by this
Court, that the County Courts, from time to time, doe give strict charge to present all such persons as they shall judge to exceede in that kinde.
icons and the metaphor of painting
One of the common misunderstandings of the Puritans of New England is that they
were iconophobic—that they feared or mistrusted all visual images. Puritans certainly
recognized the power of images, and it is true that they criticized the Roman Catholic
Church for its manipulative use of the visual arts in the practice of worship and the
staging of the mass (see “Art and the Spanish Conquest,” this chapter). Such a direct,
active use of painting or sculpture would never have found a place in a Puritan meeting
house. Still, nonreligious imagery, especially portraits, was permitted, as the excerpt
from a sermon by Samuel Mather indicates. Mather was the eldest son of an important
minister, Richard Mather, and the uncle of Cotton Mather. He graduated from Harvard
College in 1643 but subsequently decided to return to England. This sermon, in which
Mather distinguishes between the religious and civil use of images, was published in
Massachusetts a year after his death.
Edward Taylor, a generation younger than Samuel Mather, graduated from Harvard
in 1671 and spent his life as minister in the frontier town of Westfield, Massachusetts.
He is considered the most important Puritan poet, and some of the imagery of his verse
is found in the descriptive lines of the following excerpt from his sermon “Nazarites by
Vow,” preached in Westfield. Taylor was greatly concerned with typology, the tracing
of signs in the Old Testament that foreshadow the events of the New Testament. He
explains these “types” in visual terms, as the God of the Old Testament using words to
create “the Portraiture of Christ.” Employing rich metaphorical language, Taylor glories
in the “fair Colours” set “before our Eyes” in Scripture. His text is a good example of the
Puritan tendency to experience the visual through verbal means.
Samuel Mather, A Testimony from the Scripture against Idolatry & Superstition (Cambridge, Mass.:
Samuel Green, 1672).

Idolatry in general, is the worshiping of Images or Idols. Now there be two sorts of Images, and
therefore two sorts of Idolatry. First, against the Object of worship, in the first Commandment. Secondly, against the means of worship in the Second. The idolatry forbidden in the first Commandment is, when the worship is terminated upon a false Object, and not upon the True God that made
Heaven and Earth. But the Idolatry forbidden in the second Commandment is, when the worship is directed to the True God, but by false wayes and means, which he had never appointed,
and which never came into his heart: we commonly call it for distinction sake, Superstition . . .
You may observe briefly these . . . things concerning it.
1. That it is not meant of Images of Civil use, but for worship; thou shalt not bow down to
them, nor serve them. For the Civil use of Images is lawful for the representation and remem-
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brance of a person absent, for honour and Civil worship to any worthy person, as also for ornament, but the scope of the Command is against Images in State and use religious.
2. Neither yet is it meant of all Images for religious use, but only Images of their own devising, for God doth not forbid his own Institutions, but only our inventions.
Edward Taylor, “Nazarites by Vow,” 1694–95, in Charles W. Mignon, ed., Upon the Types of the Old
Testament (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989).

Here we have a Cleare discovery of the Unspeakable Love of God the Father, & his matchless
esteem of the Lord Christ. For he paints him out with all the Glorious Colours that may be. If
a man draw out the Effigies of an other and take Care, that he be drawn out, & laid in the Wealthiest & most glorious Colours, that the World can afford, it is a Demonstration of the greate, &
unspeakeable Love hee beares to him whose Effigies are thus Drawn. Thus doth God do for
Christ, & far more. He portrayes him out in the fairest Colours that are to be had in all the Garden of God. Here we have a rich knot of the Choicest Flowers in all the Paradise of the Holy
Scripture stande reeching in their transcendent Splendor of Beautious Holiness. And the whole
is planted upon this very design, viz, to give fourth the manifestation of the Lord Christ. So
that their Holiness in all its Shine is but a dim draught of the Lord Christ in his Holiness. But
in that God doth draw out thus the Portraiture of Christ in these fair Colours what doth it Speake
but the Love of God towards him. Christ fetches an argument to proove the Love of the Father
to him in that he shew’d him all things that he himself did Joh.5.20. accordingly may we gather
up the Love of the Father to Christ in that he draws out the very Effigies of his Son upon so
many glorious Types & sets them before our Eyes to behold him in as glorious.
cotton mather on art
Cotton Mather, a third-generation Puritan minister, was ordained in 1685 and spent
most of his life serving the Second Church of Boston, which his father, Increase Mather,
had also led. Extremely prolific, Cotton Mather wrote the sermons that were expected
of any minister but also history, biography, poetry, and treatises on natural history and
medicine. His massive Magnalia Christi Americana (1702) chronicled the history of
the Massachusetts Bay Colony. In his prime, he was considered the preeminent spokesperson for Puritan culture (see “Peter Pelham Scrapes a Mezzotint,” this chapter).
Mather took a greater interest in art than many of his colleagues, but his commentaries are spread widely in his writings and often amount to just a sentence or two
within a larger essay. Inasmuch as death was considered the most important accounting
of a person’s life, a “culminating exercise” in the words of one scholar, much of Mather’s
writing on art concerns funeral monuments and obituaries. For Mather, “portraiture”
was achieved through biography, through the reflection on the earthly acts of the deceased, which, one hoped, would inspire those left behind. Thus, as he suggests in his
celebration of John Wilson, the portrait of the deceased is “taken” after his death; a
word picture is drawn of him even though he refused to allow an actual artist to take
his likeness during his lifetime. Or in his funeral poem to Sarah Leveret, Mather almost
facetiously laments that no visual image exists of the great women of history before
coming to the realization that Leveret’s good deeds and acts stand in for these images,
leaving behind a “mould” for us to emulate. Turning again to history in Christianity
to the Life, Mather invokes an anecdote concerning the king of Bohemia to illustrate
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the manner in which his followers should keep a mental “portrait” of Christ before them,
without resorting to hanging one up in their homes. Yet when it comes to exemplary
mortal men, Mather advocates the contemplation of the actual likeness, as in the brief
passages from the Magnalia concerning John Winthrop, the first governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and John Cotton, Mather’s grandfather, who hung a portrait of
Richard Sibs, the minister who “converted” him, in his home.
Cotton Mather, Memoria Wilsoniana, or, Some DUES Unto The MEMORY of the Truly Reverend
& Renowned Mr. JOHN WILSON (Boston: Michael Perry, 1695).

Mr. Edward Rawson, the Honoured Secretary of the Massachuset-Colony, could not by all his
Intreaties perswade him, to let his Picture be drawn; but still refusing it, he would reply, What!
Such a Poor, Vile Creature as I am! Shall my Picture be drawn? I say, No; it never shall! And when
that Gentleman introduced the Limner, with all things ready, Vehemently importuning him to
gratify so far the Desires of his Friends, as to sit a while, for the taking of his Effigies, no Importunity could ever obtain it from him. However, being bound in Justice to Employ my Hand,
for the Memory of that Person [John Wilson], by whose Hand I was my self Baptised, I have
made an Essay, to draw his Picture, by this Account of his Life.
Cotton Mather, Christianity to the Life, Or, the Example of the Lord Jesus Christ (Boston: T. Green, 1702).

There was a King of Bohemia, who had a very Exemplary Father; and therefore he alwayes carried his Fathers Picture about him, which he would often Take out, and Look on, and say, Let
me never do any thing unworthy the Son of such a Father! Christian, I am sure, thou hast an Exemplary Saviour; and in the Bible thou hast thy Saviours Picture before thee: [Tis a Popish and
Sinful Folly to have it otherwise, as too many of our people have it hanging on the walls of their
Houses:] Well, often view it, and say, Let me do nothing, that shall be Condemned by the Example of such a Saviour. When we have any Duty to do, Think, How was this Duty done by my Lord
Jesus Christ?
Cotton Mather, Magnalia Christi Americana, or The Ecclesiastical History of New-England (London:
T. Parkhurst, 1702).

[on John Winthrop]

How prudently, how patiently, and with how much resignation to our Lord Jesus Christ, our
brave Winthrop waded through these difficulties, let posterity consider with admiration. And
know, that as the picture of this their governour was, after his death, hung up with honour in
the state-house of his country, so the wisdom, courage, and holy zeal of his life, were an example well-worthy to be copied by all that shall succeed him in government . . .
[on John Cotton]

But he was, at length, more effectually awakened by a sermon of Dr. Sibs, wherein was discoursed
the misery of those who had only a negative righteousness, or a civil, sober, honest blamelessness
before men. Mr. Cotton became now very sensible of his own miserable condition before God;
and the arrows of these convictions did stick so fast upon him, that after no less than three year’s
disconsolate apprehensions under them, the grace of God made him a thoroughly renewed
Christian, and filled him with a sacred joy, which accompanied him unto the fulness of joy for
ever. For this cause, as persons truly converted unto God have a mighty and lasting affection
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for the instruments of their conversion; thus Mr. Cotton’s veneration for Dr. Sibs was after this
very particular and perpetual: and it caused him to have the picture of that great man in that
part of his house where he might oftenest look upon it.
Cotton Mather, “A Lacrymatory: Design’d for the Tears let fall at the Funeral of Mrs. SARAH LEVERET,”
1704, in Denise D. Knight, ed., Cotton Mather’s Verse in English (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1989).

Long did I Vex in Vain at Stupid Man,
That e’re Men found out Painting, so long Ages ran.
Fain would I Painted to the Life have seen
The Heroines that in past Times have been.
O could we Present that bright SARAH View,
Who Mortals charm’d, and who pleas’d Angels too.
Or that brave MIRIAM, She of whom tis said,
The Israels Daughters in Devotions Led:
Could glorious DEBORAH appear agen,
And to true Glory Quicken Slothful Men:
Could Prayerful Hannah once again be shown,
Prostrate in Prayer’s before the Sapphire Throne:
Could Pious MARY with her inward worth,
And all her Piety again come forth:
We’d Love the Painter, and admire the skill;
But tis our Grief, we want that Painting Still.
And courteous Dorcas, we complain of Thee
We can’t thy Face wrought with thy Needle see.
But now there is an end of all complaints;
ONE Matron gives a sight of all the Saints.
Our LEV’RET is of all a curious Draught:
Oh! what an one! by what fine Pencil wrought . . .
Dress well; Flant not too high; nor Change too fast.
Wear what shall speak you Sober, Wise and Chast,
And in a Body clad with comely Dress,
Soul drest with rich Robes of Righteousness.
Thus did our admirable SARAH: Thus
Of Virgin-Grace a mould she left for us.
thomas smith’s reflection on death
One of the monuments of seventeenth-century Puritan art is the portrait of Thomas
Smith, the earliest extant American self-portrait known to scholars. Although the
specifics of Smith’s biography have proven difficult to pin down, the visual inventory
of the canvas, in contrast, seems vivid and tangible. Most prominent is the handwritten
poem in the lower -left corner, supremely legible as it hangs over the foreground table.
The portrait is unusual in its featuring of such an important, complete, original text,
and yet at the same time it is quite representative of the Puritan worldview, disposed
to credit words with more emblematic power than images. Indeed, Smith’s poem is
structured much like a sermon, beginning with a question that prompts public medita-
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tion and ending with the assertion of the certainty of death as a triumphant state, a
gateway to the perfection of heaven.
Thomas Smith, poem on self-portrait, c. 1680.

Why why should I the World be minding
therein a World of Evils Finding.
Then Farwell World: Farwell thy Jarres
thy Joies thy Toies thy Wiles thy Warrs
Truth Sounds Retreat: I am not sorye.
The Eternall Drawes to him my heart
By Faith (which can thy Force Subvert)
To Crowne me (after Grace) with Glory.

DISSENTING OPINIONS: ALTERNATIVES TO PURITAN PRACTICE
quaker “rules” on tombstones
Puritan doctrine held sway in Massachusetts for much of the colonial period, but elsewhere other religious traditions gave rise to alternative attitudes about art. In Philadelphia, the Society of Friends (also known as Quakers) exercised considerable influence,
even when they were not in the majority in the region. Founded around 1650 in England,
the Quakers rejected all conventional sacraments and priestly offices in the belief that
nothing should stand between the individual believer and the divine. Neither the
Puritan minister nor his lengthy sermon would have found a place in their meetings.
(The Massachusetts Puritans actually executed four Quakers as heretics.) Instead,
Quakers sat silently during worship until one of their members, guided by his or her
“Inner Light,” rose to speak. In their daily living, they aspired to an ideal of “plainness”
in dress, furniture, and conduct. In this they went far beyond the Puritans, as is indicated by the following “rules” regarding gravestones, adopted in 1706. Whereas the New
England churches placed great store in the improving messages found in gravestone texts
and images, the Quakers dismissed them as vain and excessive.
Quaker Rules of Discipline (Philadelphia: Samuel Sansom, 1797).

This Meeting doth give it as their Judgment, that it is wrong, and of evil tendency to have any
Grave or Tomb Stones or Monuments placed at or over any Grave in any of our Burying
Grounds; and that those Monuments, either of Wood or Stone, which are already set in the
Burying Grounds of Friends should be removed, and no new ones erected; and if any Friend
opposes this sense and direction, he or she ought to be dealt with as disorderly.
Although this Meeting early signified their full disapprobation of the vain and superstitious
Custom of erecting Monuments of any kind in memory of the Dead, on or near their Graves,
yet, with concern we have been informed that Marks of this sort have been placed in our Grave
Yards by some professing with us; it is therefore recommended to Overseers and concerned
Friends, to admonish the Relations of such deceased Persons, speedily to remove those offensive distinctions, as inconsistent with the plainness of our Principles and Practice, and seriously
caution them strictly to examine what Spirit they are of, who can thus act contrary to and oppose the declared sense of the Body, both in Great Britain and these Provinces. And Quarterly
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and Monthly Meetings are desired to use their utmost endeavours to prevent the continuance
of this Evil, by removing those marks of Superfluity and excess out of our Burying Grounds,
where those concerned in putting them there, or the Relations of such, to whose Graves they
appear, neglect doing it, after notice for that purpose; that so no cause of uneasiness may remain, or partiality be justly chargeable upon us.
john valentine haidt’s theory of painting
Farther west in Pennsylvania, a religious community quite different from the Quakers
had established itself by 1741: the Moravian Church (or Unity of Brethren). With origins in the present-day Czech Republic, the Moravian Church was organized in 1457,
and after centuries of persecution its missionaries decided to create settlements in North
America in the eighteenth century. In practice the Moravians were close to Catholicism,
and religious art—especially emotion-grabbing paintings—was highly valued. One
of the most important Moravian painters was the Polish-born John Valentine Haidt,
who immigrated to Pennsylvania in 1754 after spending time in the London Moravian
community. At a later point in his life, he wrote an important treatise on art, portions
of which are excerpted here. In what may be the most comprehensive essay on art by
a practicing artist in the colonial period, Haidt discusses proportion, line, anatomy,
and general aesthetics. He also offers views on the education and training of the artist,
several “recipes” for multifigure works such as the Crucifixion, and practical advice on
portraiture. Haidt does not neglect the emotional impact of art; indeed, he insists that
the most successful religious painting draws out the sympathies of viewers, almost without their knowledge.
John Valentine Haidt, “Treatise on Art,” c. 1761–72, Moravian Archives, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
[translated from the German by Vernon Nelson].

Now this is general proportion, which one can well follow, but not always be bound by, since
the proportions are subject to change, depending on the different characteristics of the persons
one portrays. For example, if one wanted to portray the dear Savior one could well use these
proportions but one would have to be especially careful that the members contained something
noble in them. On the other hand, if one wanted to paint a Peter, who has strengthened his
muscles and bones through hard labor, one would have to work more on strength and therefore increase the thickness somewhat in all the parts.
Now this strength, as well as that which is noble in the first instance, must be perceived in
all the members, so that if perhaps a finger or a toe were cut off one would immediately see
that it had been part of a noble or a strong figure.
What makes a figure graceful consists in the posture of the figure.
Observe I. A figure that stands completely straight is stiff. Therefore, a Latin S should be
found in the figure, and it is most important in this matter to see that the figure rests on one
foot, where the shoulder which belongs to the foot on which the figure stands is always lower.
One makes the head look away from the direction of the foot on which the figure stands.
It is most important to note that there must be no sharp angles, either in hands, arms, or
feet, e.g., that no rectangle may be in it, but rather, that it bows either to the inside or outside,
and to be sure according to the activity of the figure. Each figure must immediately show the
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reason why it has been drawn. The distinction must be immediately perceptible between a figure
that pulls something to itself, or pushes something away.
A figure that pulls something to itself stretches out its arms. The feet are not completely fixed,
because the greatest strength lies in the back and the shoulders. In contrast, in a figure that pushes
something away from itself, the arms swell and the feet are set more accurately, to prevent them
from being pushed away from their place.
It is a matter of major importance that one must observe all kinds of people as they work,
to see what sort of positions they use to do their various activities most effectively and with the
most power.
Observe II. In faces it is most important to observe what makes a face graceful.
A face that is completely level and looks straight ahead is not pleasing. Therefore it is necessary to turn it a little to the side. It is also good if the face leans a little.
What also makes a face appear beautiful and pleasing is when its parts have their right sizes—
the forehead, nose, eyes, mouth, chin, and cheeks—so that none of the parts is disproportionately small or disproportionately large, e.g., if one should have a large forehead and at the
same time a short nose, the all-too-rapid variety would be repugnant to the eyes and therefore
unpleasant, etc.
It is very good to make observations that make one thoroughly familiar with the passions
and through observation to note well those people in whom a particular passion predominates.
For example, if I wanted to portray a soldier, I would have to seek out faces which appear completely without fear and which also show something resolute in their faces as well as swiftness
and also stability, and make use of them.
How one must group figures together
When there is one figure and you want to place another beside it, one figure must be seen
from the front, the second from the side, and finally the third from behind, which then makes
a group.
One can make such observations on all sorts of occasions, perhaps where an accident occurs. One must also observe that a contrast in the figure must always be made, so that when the
right arm moves forward, the right leg must go backward. That has an actual reason which one
can observe in walking. For if one just lets his arms hang, the above-mentioned rule will properly manifest itself.
It is not at all suitable to the body, and one would hurt oneself, if one wanted to move the
same arm and the same foot forward at the same time. Also, then one could not move from the
spot.
It is also to be observed in a group of figures that all do not have the same position. If the
one is standing, the second can bend down, and the third lie or sit, which makes a pleasant
group.
When one wants to portray a historical event, it is most necessary to become correctly informed about the event in all its circumstances. If it is ancient history, one must use the Antiquities, which make known to us the clothing and the instruments used at the time. The Antiquities are the most useful for this.
This is necessary in order to avoid portraying something ridiculous (By ridiculous, I mean
this: when one is portraying something for which completely ancient attire is necessary and one
wants to use a modern fashion.).
One can also use paintings and copper engravings, of which the most famous are by Raffel,
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Anibal Karatsch, Carl Marad, Michel Angelon, Rubens, van Dyck, Niclau Possin, Tintoret, Guido
Lares, Paulo Werones, Titian, Lavage, etc.
Now we want to portray with one another a historical event and specifically the Crucifixion
of Christ, at the moment when the thief says to Him:
Remember me when Thou comest into Thy kingdom.
The entire historical event can be presented with twelve figures. The main person is the Savior and the thief at His right. NB Therefore, the two figures must be portrayed in such a way
that everyone sees them at first sight. The Savior must turn His head toward the thief and the
thief look upon the Savior with a humble and longing look in his eye, with his mouth open, as
if he were speaking. The Savior, however, looks upon him with eyes of mercy. Near the cross
the centurion can stand, with a look of amazement on his face, raising one hand toward heaven,
to show that he is declaring that the Savior is the Son of God. In the foreground Mary can be
portrayed, how she sinks to the ground and is assisted by the other Mary. A few of His disciples can also be present, who again separate themselves into one group. In their physiognomies
and actions one can read something deplorable. Near the cross various Roman soldiers and
Jews can also be present. In the soldiers something swift and in the Jews something secretive
must be seen. Also, a few of the Jews can be portrayed as if they wanted to hurry away. The sky
is dark, and the light is cast on the figures through a flash of lightning in the sky. Also, the light
must fall primarily on the Savior. NB One must also utilize all one’s powers to portray the suffering body of the Savior as very pitiable, so that at the first sight everyone is moved to feel astounding sympathy. The clothing of the figures must not show any signs of wealth. By richness
of clothing, which one must avoid, is to be understood both the colors and the costliness of the
fabric and its quantity: no silk, no gold, no silver, also a figure must not have as much drapery
(clothing) as might be enough for two or three.
The naked body must show through the drapery, primarily the large parts . . .
What sort of talent is required in an artist, particularly for painting? Rapid comprehension,
solid judgment, eagerness to work, rich imagination, a good memory, and a temperament eager
to communicate.
What sort of studies belong to this? Languages: to become informed about all historical matters in their original languages. Second: Mathematics, Geometry, the Physics of color, Architecture, Perspective, Anatomy. If a painter who has painted for twenty years should write down
the things that have befallen him during that time which still gave him difficulty, one would be
amazed that the greater the artist, the more the difficulties that would be found. A small talent
is immediately finished with everything. But they do not take it very far because the slightest
thing that one paints, even if it should be only a nail in the wall, requires one’s deliberation.
What sort of books should a painter read? The Bible, Homer, Virgil, Plutarch, Roman and Greek
History, the Lives of the Painters, the Antiquities of the Jews, Ovid. He can also read Donquischot. It can keep him within bounds so that he is careful of absurdities. Two matters adhere to painters, namely [illegible] and loose living. Donquischot can help him there. A painter
should be at ease in letting people speak about his mistakes, but he must also be in a position
to judge immediately whether it is a mistake or not. If it is, he must immediately change it, but
if not, then he leaves it as it is. He must be very willing to take direction but never to let himself be led astray. It is not easy to have a true understanding of a subject where more is involved
than in painting, and yet there is no other subject where more people assume the right to judge,
than in painting. The reason is ignorance and arrogance mixed together. Through such people
the painter always has the occasion to feel that therefore he must be certain of his subject or he
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would fall into such a state of confusion that he would no longer know if black is white or white,
black.
Now we want to say something more in particular about beauty and ugliness. There is a beauty
in Maria, and Judith must also be beautiful, but the difference is very great. Maria must have
in her all the beauty that can be possibly imagined—a beautiful, not-too-round and not-toolengthy form of head, a flat forehead, a straight, longish nose, large eyes—whose eyelids are
large and inclined downward—the mouth small and full of virtue, the chin middle-sized, the
cheeks flat, in which chastity can be read. At the first sight, one must be filled with amazement
at her beauty and, at the same time, with respectable reverence and shame in relation to her
true holiness, simplicity, and humility. Her holiness must be different from all self-made piety.
She must be natural, with nothing affected and, still less, nothing hypocritical. She must look
upon the angel who brings her the message as if her heart can say, with humility, “yes” to it,
and that she has already felt the working of the same. Judith can be pale white and very well
have black hair also, her eyes large but cunning, her nose not too long but rounded, depressions in her cheeks and a mouth that can speak lovely but deceitfully, i.e., it pulls almost imperceptibly more to one side than to the other. Her color pale and reddish because something
is going through her for which the result could be fatal. She must have a strong look in her eyes
that is enticing but also shows respect. With Maria everything is natural. With Judith everything is pretended, that is, when she is at table with Holofernes.
Now, for once, we want to paint something ugly: an evil woman. The head long, the forehead high in front, a shortened, concave nose, the eyelids are lost in two folds of skin, the forehead is wrinkled, the mouth is large and the corners are pulled downward. The chin and lower
lip are united in wrinkles. Her eyes are like a sow’s eyes. The jaw teeth large, the cheek bone
large, two or three warts in the face, perhaps one on the left eye, with long hairs, the second on
the right side of the nose, also with hairs, and two on the chin. There can also be one on the
cheek, all hard and tight. Such a one can make one’s house narrow. That is the opposite of beauty.
How a painter should spend his time. As soon as coordination of eye and hand is achieved,
so that the hand can copy what the eye sees, he should always carry with him, wherever he goes,
a small portfolio with paper and red chalk or good lead so that, when he comes upon something special, he can immediately sketch it, be it an unusual face or a landscape or a pretty garden house or a fountain, an unusual tree, a nice sheep, etc. If he sees something in a place where
he cannot immediately sketch it, he must keep it in his mind and then put it on paper as soon
as possible. If he has blue paper and black and white crayons, this is easy for him because the
paper makes the half-shadow, the white the light, and the black the dark shadow.
His company must consist of learned people, which can be very profitable to him and make
it easy for him. From them he can be informed about the antiquities of the heathen, how they
clothed themselves from Caesar on down to the jailer who does executions, how the priests were
clothed for sacrifice, what sort of instruments they used, in what their soothsaying consisted,
and the meaning of the sacrifices . . .
Now we also want to say something about a portrait. A portrait is beautiful when it is a
correct likeness and when one can see the essence of the person in the face and action. Therefore, painters who want to paint all faces as amiable and force the mouth to smile make a mistake. The painter must look correctly at the person he wants to paint. If he has an opportunity to know the person well, it is a great help to him. He turns the face to the best angle. The
fewer shadows he brings in, the fewer critics he will have. But when he gets an especially wellproportioned head in front of him, he cares nothing about the critics because it will result in
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a piece of art, and he does it in the way that he thinks should make it the most lifelike and
natural . . .
A portrait painter must be swift, so that he grasps everything immediately before the time
becomes too long for the subjects . . . He must let children sit more often because their patience
soon wears thin. The clothes should be chosen by the painter according to the complexion of
the person, as well as the background, but this rule will not be easy to put into practice in the
congregation. Therefore, a good portrait can never or at least very seldom be painted there.
There, one does as well as possible out of obedience and applies all energy to the face, so that
it predominates above all. With hands, it generally goes very poorly for portrait painters. Their
mistake is that they do not make drawing a major concern, and so it must go when they begin
to play with paints and brushes. But nothing is more certain than that it results only in linen
smeared with colors because one should not paint before one is skilled in drawing, and then
painting will go well. But painting before drawing is like building a house without a foundation; it cannot stand.
art and the spanish conquest
In the geographic areas that would become Florida, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and
California, a series of military and religious campaigns consolidated colonial power for
Spain during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. On the eastern seaboard, the majority of English-speaking settlers wished to live among their own people,
preferring to displace or kill Native Americans rather than convert and govern them
locally. Things were very different in Florida and the West, where Catholic missionaries
aggressively sought the Christianization and “Hispanification” of the local populations
they encountered. These friars used art as a tool of conversion, relying on the graphic
power of the cross and the colorful impact of images of saints to create persuasive visual
affirmations. The Spanish also encouraged a blending of Catholic and indigenous artistic practices, resulting in a hybrid style and a mixed iconography quite different from
European religious art.
The following translated documents allow a small glimpse of the difficult, back-andforth cultural process that unwound over several centuries in Spanish North America.
In 1540 the soldier Hernando de Alarcón was dispatched northward from Mexico, sailing
up the Colorado River—now the border between California and Arizona. After making
contact with a group of Native people along the riverbank, he distributes rude crosses
and encourages a kind of worshipful veneration of the symbol, even though he is unable
to communicate any notion of its meaning. This was customary for the Spanish, who
usually erected crosses and taught Native Americans the physical act of signing themselves long before they learned Spanish. Nearly a century later, Franciscan priest Alonso
de Benevides was in charge of all missions in New Mexico from 1626 to 1629. In his
“Memorial,” presented to Pope Urban VIII in 1634, he gives an account of his work.
It includes an encounter with a Xila Apache chief (“Captain Sanaba”), who presents
the priest with a painted skin combining Christian and Native imagery, and the conversion of a neighboring Apache tribe thanks to an image of the Virgin they glimpsed
“surrounded by many lighted candles, with music playing.”
Native communities certainly chafed under Spanish rule, but it was not until 1680
that a major uprising took place, the Pueblo Revolt, organized by a freed Native pris-
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oner named Popé, who had taken refuge in Taos Pueblo. In a letter sent to the governor
by members of the Santa Fe city council, the displaced Spaniards describe the insurrection and detail the iconoclasm that included the burning, whipping, dismembering,
and desecration of icons—actions that mirrored the earlier Spanish destruction of
non-Christian objects. Another account comes from an interview with a twenty-eightyear-old inhabitant of Tesuque Pueblo whose name is given as Juan. He describes Popé’s
iconoclastic campaign and also explains how the revolt was coordinated through the use
of coded, knotted cords—an interesting example of indigenous material culture practice. The Spanish managed to retake Santa Fe twelve years after the insurrection, and
to some extent life in New Mexico returned to the old type of cultural hybridity of the
pre-revolt era. A century and a half later, when German topographical artist Heinrich
Baldwin Möllhausen passed through Pueblo territory with the Whipple Railroad Expedition of 1853–54, he marveled at the Spanish-Native mix in the churches he visited (see
also “Prince Max and Karl Bodmer among the Mandan,” chapter 6). His description
of the church at Santo Domingo Pueblo is included below.
Artistic riches were not limited to the Southwest, as the inventory of Florida church
furnishings attests. This inventory was coordinated by the Mission of St. Augustine and
reflects the possessions of thirty-four churches. The date of 1681 makes it contemporaneous with the Pueblo Revolt and a likely indicator of the types of art objects that were
destroyed in New Mexico. The inventory details a sumptuous collection of textiles and
liturgical vestments (frontals, amices, palls, corporals, bolses, rochets, etc.), a staggering
amount of silver, and more than six hundred paintings and statues, averaging eighteen
or so per church.
Narrative of Hernando de Alarcón’s voyage up the Colorado River, 1540, in Richard Flint and Shirley
Cushing Flint, Documents of the Coronado Expedition, 1539–1542 (Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 2005).

When I saw that they understood me in every way and that I, likewise, understood them, it
occurred to me to see whether by some means I could give a good beginning to a successful outcome of the hopes I had. With some sticks and paper I had some crosses made and, among those
others [that is, the ordinary Indians], I made it clear to them that they were things I esteemed
most. And I kissed them, suggesting to them they should honor and prize them greatly and wear
them around their necks, making them understand that was the symbol of heaven. They took
them and kissed them and raised them high. And they showed that they were very happy and
glad when they did this. Sometimes I showed [the Indians] great affection by placing them in
my barca. And at such times I presented them some of the small items I carried. The situation
then developed that there was not enough paper or sticks with which to make crosses.
Frederick Webb Hodge et al., Fray Alonso de Benevides’ Revised Memorial of 1634 (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1945).

After the lapse of a few days, I returned there to ascertain the state of that conversion. When
Captain Sanaba heard that I had arrived at San Antonio Senecú, he came those fourteen leagues
to see me, accompanied by many of his people. After I had welcomed him with honor in the
presence of all, he presented me with a folded chamois, which is a dressed deerskin. It is customary among these people, when going to visit someone, to bring a gift. I accepted it to gratify him, although I told him that I did not want anything from him except that he and all his
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people should become Christians. He asked me to unfold the chamois and see what was painted
on it. This I did and saw that it had been decorated with the sun and the moon, and above each
a cross, and although the symbolism was apparent to me, I asked him about it. He responded
in these formal words: “Father, until now we have not known any benefactors as great as the
sun and the moon, because the sun lights us by day, warms us, and makes our plants grow;
the moon lights us by night. Thus we worship them as our gods. But, now that you have taught
us who God, the creator of all things is, and that the sun and the moon are His creatures, in
order that you might know that we now worship only God, I had these crosses, which are the
emblem of God, painted above the sun and the moon. We have also erected one in the plaza,
as you commanded.”
Only one who has worked in these conversions can appreciate the joy that such happenings
bring to a friar when he sees the results of his preaching. Recognizing this gift as the fruit of the
divine word, I took the chamois and placed it on the high altar as a banner won from the enemy and as evidence of the high intelligence of this nation, for I do not know what more any
of the ancient philosophers could have done . . .
The beginning of the conversion of this tribe was brought about by the continuous intercourse which they have had with the friars in the Christian pueblos, where the Indians came to
sell dressed síbola hides, and the friars always talked to them of God. There spread among them
the report and fame of the great beauty and reverence for an image of the death of our Lady
which I had placed in a chapel in the church in the villa of Santa Fe, where the Spaniards worshipped. The principal captains came to see it, and when they beheld it all were converted and
worshipped it. We kept it adorned with much devotion. The first time that they saw it was at
night, surrounded by many lighted candles, with music playing. It would be a long matter to
relate all my conversations with these captains in regard to their learning how to become Christians. And as to what they said to the holy image while kissing its feet, I refer to my history.
Opinion of the Cabildo (City Council) of Santa Fe, October 3, 1680, in Charles Wilson Hackett, Revolt
of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and Oetermín’s Attempted Reconquest, 1680 –1682 (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1942).

The convocation and plot of the said Indians seems to have been so secret that they perpetrated
their treason generally in all the jurisdictions of the kingdom, as was seen, beginning on the
night of August 9, when the said Indians took up their arms and, carried away by their indignation, killed religious, priests, Spaniards, and women, not sparing even innocent babes in arms;
and as blind fiends of the devil, they set fire to the holy temples and images, mocking them with
their dances and making trophies of the priestly vestments and other things belonging to divine worship. Their hatred and barbarous ferocity went to such extremes that in the pueblo of
Sandia images of saints were found among excrement, two chalices were found concealed in a
basket of manure, and there was a carved crucifix with the paint and varnish taken off by lashes.
There was also excrement at the place of the holy communion table at the main altar, and a
sculptured image of Saint Francis with the arms hacked off; and all this was seen in one temple only, as we were marching out.
Declaration of Indian Juan, 1681, in Hackett, Revolt of the Pueblo Indians.

Having been questioned according to the tenor of the case, and asked for what reasons and
causes all the Indians of the kingdom in general rebelled, returning to idolatry, forsaking the
law of God and obedience to his Majesty, burning images and temples, and committing the
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other crimes which they did, he said that what he knows concerning this question is that not
all of them joined the said rebellion willingly; that the chief mover of it is an Indian who is a
native of the pueblo of San Juan, named El Popé, and that from fear of this Indian all of them
joined in the plot that he made . . .
Asked how the said Indian, Popé, convoked all the people of the kingdom so that they obeyed
him in the treason, he said that he took a cord made of maguey fiber and tied some knots in
it which indicated the number of days until the perpetration of the treason. He sent it through
all the pueblos as far as that of La Isleta, there remaining in the whole kingdom only the nation of the Piros who did not receive it; and the order which the said Popé gave when he sent
the said cord was under strict charge of secrecy, commanding that the war captains take it
from pueblo to pueblo. He [the deponent] learned of this circumstance after the kingdom was
depopulated.
Asked to state and declare what things occurred after they found themselves without religious or Spaniards, he said that what he, the declarant, knows concerning this question is that
following the departure of the señor governor and captain-general, the religious, and the
Spaniards who were left alive, the said Indian, Popé, came down in person with all the war captains and many other Indians, proclaiming through the pueblos that the devil was very strong
and much better than God, and that they should burn all the images and temples, rosaries and
crosses, and that all the people should discard the names given them in holy baptism and call
themselves whatever they liked.
Baldwin Möllhausen, Diary of a Journey from the Mississippi to the Coasts of the Pacific (London:
Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, and Roberts, 1858).

The church was not externally distinguished from most others in the smaller Mexican towns;
it had rough walls inclosing a simple hall, and the chief gable was turned towards the square,
and projecting a little, was supported by two square clay columns. Between these two was the
entrance, and over it a gallery communicating with the choir. On the roof was a kind of stone
scaffolding, or belfry, containing the small bell, and surmounted by a cross. Some subordinate
buildings in the same style, and an inclosed churchyard, completed the Pueblo church, which
evidently owes its origin to Catholic missionaries. The interior was in the same style; there was
a kind of altar; and the walls were of smooth clay, on which hung some old Spanish pictures,—
the sole decoration, with the exception of some rude Indian paintings, amongst which we remarked the figure of a man on horseback riding over a troop of men: a Conquestador, therefore, and evidently an allusion to the Spanish conquest. The Catholic and Aztec religions were
evidently blended in these representations; the Holy Virgin is often found in company with an
Indian figure denominated Montezuma by the ignorant people of northern Mexico, and under
the cross is seen a picture of the caves where the sacred fire was kept burning. In the populous
Indian towns on the Rio Grande, and westward of the Rocky Mountains, this “everlasting” fire
has long been extinguished; but it appears from tradition (a very uncertain authority, of course),
that the holy flame was last cherished near the sources of the Pecos, where ancient ruins still
attract the traveller’s attention. It is also stated that Montezuma planted a young tree on this
spot, and declared that as long as it stood, the descendants of the Aztecs, the present PuebloIndians, should form an independent nation; but that when the tree had disappeared, white
men should come from the east and overrun their country. The inhabitants of the Pueblos were
then to live in peace with these white men, and patiently await the time when Montezuma shall
return and unite them again into one powerful race.
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Inventory of church furnishings in thirty-four Florida missions, 1681, in John H. Hann, “Church Furnishings,
Sacred Vessels and Vestments Held by the Missions of Florida: Translation of Two Inventories,” Florida
Archaeology 2 (1986).

Memorial and specific number of sacred vestments, furnishings, and treasures which the
churches of the thirty-four doctrinas of the conversions of Florida possess for public worship,
all acquired through the solicitude, care, and diligence of the religious ministers. It is the following exactly.
First, forty-seven silver chalices with their patens.
Also seventy-one missals, some new and others used.
Also ninety-two bells to toll for mass.
Also two hundred and thirty-eight little bells, some in circles and others loose to ring for the
Sanctus.
Also two hundred and sixty-five brass candlesticks, four of silver, and ten of red ebony.
Also twenty-five silver monstrances.
Also two hundred and fifty-two frontals of diverse colors and goods.
Also three hundred and twenty-one chasubles, similarly of diverse colors and goods.
Also fifty-four choir-copes of silk of diverse color and types.
Also two hundred and ten albs of different linens, some with lace and others plain.
Also one hundred and forty-two amices some with lace and others plain.
Also two hundred and fifty-two different palls.
Also three hundred and seventy-two different corporals.
Also one hundred and seventy-six bolses for corporals of diverse colors.
Also three hundred and ninety-six chalice veils of diverse colors.
Also sixty-four surplices.
Also one hundred and twenty-six rochets.
Also one hundred and seventy-two cinctures.
Also forty stoles of diverse colors.
Also fifteen silver vessels for the deposit.
Also seventeen coverlets of cotton.
Also twenty small silver crosses for giving the blessing.
Also twenty-eight silver containers for administering Viaticum.
Also fourteen thuribles with incense boats and chains of silver.
Also sixteen pairs of silver cruets and fifteen silver plates.
Also fifty-one silver chrism vials.
Also eight silver lamps.
Also six silver crosses for the banners and of the parish.
Also four lamps of brass.
Also seventeen canopies.
Also sixty banners.
Also twenty-seven cloths for giving communion.
Also eleven silk mozzetas of diverse goods for administering the Viaticum.
Also five procession crosses.
Also fifteen covers for the missal-stand.
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Also twenty large lanterns and beacons.
Also forty-two hand cloths.
Also one hundred and forty-nine cornialtares.
Also seventeen rituals.
Also one hundred and eighty-three statues of Our Lady, Infant Jesus, diverse saints.
Also sixty-nine engravings.
Also four hundred and forty-four pictures and canvases of diverse figures.
Also nine large chests of drawers for storing the vestments in the sacristy.
Also sixteen brass thuribles.
Also thirty-eight cedar-chests for the sacred vestments.
Also thirty-five diverse veils or curtains.
Also five holy water basins, five gilded tabernacles and six mirrors.
Also three altar-pieces, two of them gilded.
Also three vessels of silver for baptizing.
Also twenty-eight silver crowns and six halos
Also five baldachins and three pairs of dalmatics.
Also eleven presses for Hosts.
That which is listed [my lord] is that which is in existence and serviceable rather than that
which is worn out with time, and that the rest, which is less finely wrought and of less value is
no small amount, though all of it is an indication of the care and zeal of the religious and of
what they strove to have in their churches for their adornment and the worship of their God.
May he protect your majesty with the blessings that all of us in this convent of the immaculate
conception of the presidio of St. Augustine of Florida desire and ask for you. On the sixteenth
day of the month of June of the year sixteen hundred and eighty-one.
fray blas de robles, Minister provincial

ADVERTISEMENTS
peter pelham scrapes a mezzotint
The London engraver Peter Pelham emigrated to Boston in 1727, where he later became
the stepfather of John Singleton Copley. Pelham’s relative cosmopolitanism prompted
him to open a “finishing” school and dancing academy for Boston’s youth, but his more
lasting contribution to American art was a series of fourteen mezzotint portraits of
leading Boston citizens. (The mezzotint process employs a metal plate that has been
given an overall roughened texture by a rolling tool. The engraver then smoothes the
parts of the plate that are to appear as white, leaving the pitted sections of the surface
to collect ink and translate into the dark areas of the print. This “scraping” process
allows for subtly graduated degrees of modeling and chiaroscuro.) As his first speculative endeavor in Massachusetts, Pelham cannily chose the famous divine Cotton Mather
(see “Cotton Mather on Art,” this chapter). Although Puritan ministers generally had
an ambivalent relationship to the pictorial arts, ministerial prints had become a Boston
tradition, beginning with the early woodcut by John Foster of Mather’s grandfather,
Richard Mather (1670). These likenesses were seen as moral exemplars—“mirrors” of
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piety—and were often displayed in domestic settings. In this notice, Pelham sets out
the terms of his proposal, with favorable terms for multiple purchases. He lived up to
his promise, delivering the prints in June 1728.
Boston Gazette, March 4, 1728.

PROPOSALS, for Making a Print in Metzotinto, of the late Reverend Dr. COTTON MATHER,
by Peter Pelham.
The particular desire of some of the late Doctor’s Friends for making a Print in metzotinto, being Communicated to the said Pelham; but as the Author can prove the Charges, in the produce of
the work, will run high, Numbers are Requir’d to make it easy: Therefore it’s humbly hop’d by the
Author to find Encouragement on his PROPOSALS, which are as follow, viz.
I. THE Copper Plate to be 14 Inches by 10. which is the Common Size of most Plates in Metzotinto, by the said Pelham, and others.
II. IT shall be done after the Original Painting after the Life by the said Pelham, and shall be
Printed on the best Royal Paper.
III. EVERY Subscriber to pay Three Shillings down, and Two Shillings at the Delivery of the
Print, which will be begun when a handsome Number of Subscriptions is procur’d: Therefore
as the Author hopes to Compleat the work in Two Months, he desires all those who have a mind
to Subscribe, to be speedy in sending their Names with the first Payment.
IV. FOR the Encouragement of Subscribers, those who take Twelve shall have a Thirteenth
Gratis.
N.B. SUBSCRIBERS and others may see some Prints in Metzotinto, of the Author’s doing by
way of Specimen, at his House in Summer Street, facing the New South-Meeting, where Subscriptions are taken in, and Receipts given for the first Payment. And likewise Subscriptions taken
in at Mr. Jonathan Barnard’s, in Cornhil, facing the Town-House.
Whereas it is said in the 3d Article or Proposal, the Plate will be begun, &c. This is to assure the
Publick, That the Plate is now actually in hand, and shall be proceeded on with all possible diligence.
runaway “limners”
Indentured servants and convicts who ran away from their employers or jailers were
often tracked through advertisements offering rewards for their capture, much like
escaped slaves. In these advertisements from the Pennsylvania Gazette, three escapees
are described as using the alias of a limner, or painter. This makes sense as a cover, for
itinerant artists were always on the move, lacked settled habits, and often lived hand to
mouth. An additional runaway apparently sought to pass as a “gentleman” rather than
an artist, but part of his gentlemanly appearance was the fact that he carried a miniature painting in his pocket. Also included here is an ad for a runaway slave owned by
Boston painter John Smibert; the description of the man’s breeches indicates an active
role in the painter’s studio.
Pennsylvania Gazette, August 16, 1753.

Run away on Sunday, the 5th inst. from William Nicholson, Ship chandler, in New York, A German servant man, named Christianus Fredericus Heisterborg, about thirty years of age, smooth
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faced, with a small scar between his eyes, has an innocent look, is about five feet six inches high,
and walks stooping. Had on when he went away, A light colourcloth jacket and breeches, homespun striped jacket, check shirt, black stockings, old double channel pumps, and pewter buckles, with brass chapes and tongues. Whoever takes up said servant, and secures him, so as his
master may have him again, shall have Five Pounds reward, and all reasonable charges, paid by
WILLIAM NICHOLSON,
N.B. He speaks Latin, And but little English, and pretends to be a limner.
Pennsylvania Gazette, April 8, 1756.

Run away from Robert Allison of Charlestown, in Maryland, a convict servant, named Edward
Bradshaw, a good likely fellow, and has the remains of genteel dress, is a good clerk, professes
himself a limner, and is supposed to paint tolerably well, has an uncommon cast in one of his
eyes, plays a fiddle well, and generally carries one with him; also went in company with one
Joseph Thornton, a convict servant, a thick short fellow, dressed as a sailor, which he pretends
to be but is not.
Pennsylvania Gazette, December 27, 1775.

Run away, on Saturday, the first of December instant, a tall, personable man, aged about 28,
dressed in a chocolate coloured Bath coating surtout coat, with buttons on the sleeves, and has
a large green velvet collar, a close coat, jacket and breeches, of dark brown broadcloth, also a
pair of blue, red and white narrow striped cotton trowsers, which came down under the shoe
straps; in his pocket a miniature picture of a young lady, two pair of ruffles, and a toothpick
case; his hair is dressed in the fashionable manner, and his hat in the modern cut.—He has
much the appearance of a gentlemen, says he is a doctor, speaks some words in the Scottish idiom, and has passed in the several places he has been defrauding in, by the names of Drummond, Stuart, and Cambell.
Pennsylvania Gazette, May 30, 1777.

Run away, the 1st day of March last, from the subscriber, living in Baltimore County, Maryland, near Deer Creek, a convict servant man, named Joseph Pool, but has changed his name
to John or Joseph Ensey since he went away; he is about 35 years of age, about 5 feet 4 inches
high, a good deal pockmarked, has thin brown hair, his left hand from his wrist, has a large scar
in his upper lip, writes a good hand, and calls himself a painter and limner, but served his time
to the hattertrade in London; had on, a lightish colored half worn great coat, and waistcoat of
the same, half worn leather breeches, and an old felt hat. Whoever takes up the said servant,
and secures him, so as his master may have him again, shall have THREE POUNDS Reward, if
out of the county, or FORTY SHILLINGS, if in the county, and reasonable charges, paid by
THOMAS BLEANY.
Boston Gazette, October 3, 1737.

Ran-away on the 26th of this Instant September, from Mr. John Smibert of Boston, Painter, a
Negro man Servant named Cuffee, who formerly belonged to Capt. Prince, and understands
something of the business of a sailor, he is about 22 Years of Age, and speaks good English, a
pretty tall well shap’d Negro with bushy Hair, has on a large dark colour’d Jacket, a pair of Leather
Breeches stain’d with divers sorts of paints, and a pair of blue stockings. Whoever shall take up
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said Runaway and him safely convey to his abovesaid Master in Boston, shall have Three Pounds
Reward and all necessary Charges paid. All Masters of Vessels are hereby warned against carrying off said Servant on penalty of the Law in that Case made and provided.
john durand
John Durand, an itinerant painter of colorful, hard-edged portraits, was active in
Virginia, New York, Connecticut, and the Caribbean from the late 1760s through the
early 1780s. The following advertisement, which he placed in a New York City newspaper, is unusually long and detailed. Oddly, Durand does not mention portraiture
in his notice but, instead, provides a mini-tutorial on history painting, an early American treatment of the subject.
New-York Gazette, or the Weekly Post-Boy, April 11, 1768.

The Subscriber having from his Infancy endeavoured to qualify himself in the Art of historical Painting, humbly hopes for the Encouragement from the Gentlemen and Ladies of this City
and Province, that so elegant and entertaining an Art, has always obtain’d from People of the
most improved Minds, and best Taste and Judgement, in all polite Nations in every Age. And
tho’ he is sensible, that to excel (in this Branch of Painting especially) requires a more ample
Fund of universal and accurate Knowledge than he can pretend to, in Geometry, Geography,
Perspective, Anatomy, Expression of Passions, ancient and modern History, &c. &c. Yet he
hopes, from the good Nature and Indulgence of the Gentlemen and Ladies who employ him
that his humble Attempts, in which his best Endeavours will not be wanting, will meet with
Acceptance, and give Satisfaction; and he proposes to work at as cheap Rates as any Person in
America.
To such Gentlemen and Ladies as have thought but little upon this Subject, and might only
regard painting as a superfluous Ornament, I would just observe, that History-painting, besides being extremely ornamental, has many important uses. It presents to our View, some of
the most interesting Scenes recorded in ancient or modern History; gives us more lively and
perfect Ideas of the Things represented, than we could receive from an historical account of
them; and frequently recals to our Memory, a long Train of Events, with which those Representations were connected. They shew us a proper Expression of the Passions excited by every
Event, and have an Effect, the very same in Kind, (but stronger) than a fine historical Description of the same Passage would have upon a judicious Reader. Men who have distinguished
themselves for the good of their Country and Mankind, may be set before our Eyes as Examples, and to give us their silent Lessons, and besides, every judicious Friend and Visitant shares
with us in the Advantage and Improvement, and increases its Value to ourselves.
john durand,
near the City-Hall, Broad-street.
work for women
Before the Revolution, female practitioners of oil painting were all but nonexistent in
the American colonies, although Henrietta Johnston of Charleston worked in pastels,
and Polly Wrench executed miniatures in Philadelphia until she was married in 1777.
Women’s contributions to their visual and material worlds were nevertheless extensive,
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as the following advertisements suggest. Elizabeth Courtney’s Boston school for young
ladies concentrated on fabric arts, and Abigail Hiller’s establishment added quillwork,
featherwork, and waxwork—all designed to furnish the domestic sphere with refined
adornments. The most notable woman artist of the period was cameo carver and wax
sculptor Patience Wright, whose London successes are mentioned in the final notice.
Wright was born to Quaker parents in New Jersey, but she transcended her humble
beginnings to become an international show woman, American patriot and spy, and
acquaintance of Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin West, among
others. However, when future president John Adams saw her works in 1777, he found
them “disagreeable,” adding, “The imitation of life was too faint, and I seemed to be
walking among a group of corpses” (see also “John Adams on the Arts,” chapter 2). His
wife, Abigail, was even less enamored of the gender-defying Wright when she met her
in London in 1784, objecting to the artist’s familiar behavior and referring to her as the
“queen of sluts.”
Boston Gazette, April 30, 1751.

This is to notify the Publick, that there is a fine Sett of Wax-work, consisting of Kings, Queens,
&c. at full-Length; to be shown by Mrs. Hiller in Cambridge-Street, leading to West Boston, at
Six Pence a Piece, Lawful Money, for Men and Women, and four Pence for Children; where is
also to be taught Wax-work, Painting upon Glass, Quill-work, Feather-Work, Filligree and
Transparent, Tentstitch and other fine Works; And young Ladies boarded or half boarded.
Boston Gazette, October 19, 1767.

To the Young Ladies of Boston. Elizabeth Courtney, as several Ladies has signified of having a
desire to learn that most ingenious art of Painting on Gauze & Catgut, proposes, to open a
School, and that her business may be a public good, designs to teach the making of all sorts of
French Trimmings, Flowers, and Feather Muffs and Tippets, and as those arts above mentioned
(the Flowers excepted) are entirely unknown on the Continent, she flatters herself to meet with
all due encouragement; and more so, as every Lady may have a power of serving herself of what
she is now obliged to send to England for, as the whole process is attended with little or no expense. The Conditions are Five Dollars at entrance, to be confin’d to no particular hours or time:
And if they apply constant, may be compleat in six weeks. And when she has fifty subscribers,
school will be open’d, as not being designed to open a school under that number, her proposals being to each person so easy, but to return to those who have subscribed their Money again,
and keep the business to herself.
N.B. Feather Muffs and Tippets to be had; and Gauze wash’d to look as well as new.
Please to inquire at Mr. Courtney’s, Taylor, four Doors below the Mill-Bridge, North-End.
New-York Gazette and the Weekly Mercury, November 9, 1772.

We hear from England, that the ingenious Mrs. Wright, whose surprising Imitations of Nature,
in Wax Work, have been so much admired in America, by a diligent Application and Improvement in the same Employment, has recommended herself to the general Notice and Encouragement of Persons of the first Distinction in England, who have honoured her with peculiar
Marks of their Favour; and as several eminent Personages, and even his Majesty himself, have
condescended to sit several Times, for her to take their Likeness; it is probable she will enrich
her Collection, and oblige her Friends in America, with a View of the most remarkable Persons
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of the present Age, among which will be the immortal, inimitable Garrick,1 whom she had began; she has already compleated, and sent over to her House in this City, where they may be
seen, the most striking Likeness of the celebrated Doctor Benjamin Franklin, of Philadelphia,
now in London, and of Mrs. Catharine M’Cauley, so much admired for, her great Learning,
Writing and amiable Character.
public spectacle
In the pre-museum age, when not even 1 percent of the populace could afford to commission an oil portrait, visual amusements in colonial America were few and far between.
The following advertisements describe the remarkable variety of public “art” that occasionally found its way to the larger cities and was usually priced for the pockets of average
citizens. These include royal portraits sent to the colonies as a constant reminder of allegiance owed the mother country and a fascinating assortment of “machines” imported
from London, which—through dioramas or candlelight projections—displayed architectural, historical, and genre scenes. John Bonnin, the proprietor of the “Philosophical
Optical Machine,” makes a particularly personal appeal to his fellow New Yorkers in
the New-York Gazette advertisement below, but evidently without much success, as the
follow-up notice two years later suggests.
Boston News-Letter, October 8, 1730.

The Pictures of their Majesties King GEORGE II, and Queen CAROLINE, beautifully drawn
at length, are put up in the Council Chamber in this Town, and according to the Inscription
at the bottom of them, they are the Gift of His Majesty, to this His Province of the Massachusetts Bay.
New-York Evening Post, September 8, 1746.

To be Seen, the Curious and Surprizing Magick Lanthorn, by which Friar Bacon, Doctor Faustus, and others, perform such wonderful Curiosities, representing upwards of 30 humourous
and entertaining Figures, larger than Men or Women; as the Rising Sun, the Friendly Travellers,
the Pot Companions, the blind Beggar of Gednal Green and his Boy, the merry Piper dancing
a Jigg to his own dumb Musick, the courageous Fencing Master, the Italian Mountebank or
famous infallible Quack, the Man riding on a Pig with his Face towards the Tail, the Dutchman
scating on the Ice in the midst of Summer; with a great Variety of other Figures equally diverting and curious, too tedious here to mention.
N.B. To begin at 7 o’clock in the Evening.
New-York Gazette, December 19, 1748.

To the Publick in general here and hereabouts. Ladies, Gentlemen and every Body else, I am
well enough know to all of you, for I am a New-Yorker. I don’t pretend to be a fine Scribe; far
from it. I have been otherwise employed all my Days, than to have any Time to learn a knack
of writing well; but yet I think I am not quite so unlearned, but that I can write so as to be understood; and as I find myself under a Necessity of making my address to you, I hope you will
make an Allowance for my manner and Stile.
1
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You all know I lately purchased, and many of you have seen my Philosophical Optical Machine, lately invented in, and imported from London. I have hitherto shewed (out of near 100
Prospects) only two Setts, 8 in each of English Palaces, grand Building, and Gardens, &c. Every
one who has seen them, has paid me Four Shillings a Piece for each Set; and I must say, they
have gone from me well satisfied; their repeated Visits and constant Recommendations of the
Machine, convince me of what I assert.
But tho’ all my Customers seem well pleased (except a very few who can approve of Nothing they see others do, or with any Thing but what they say themselves or have a Hand in) yet
as I understood, there were great Numbers who think much of Four Shillings, and knowing
that there are others who really can’t afford it, I began last week to show for Two Shillings only,
the first eight English Prospects; and determined to have shewn them no more here. But last
Week having been so bad weather, for the most Part, that few People cared to stir Abroad, I
hereby give Notice, that none may miss an Opportunity of seeing the English Prospects, that
every Morning this Week I will continue to shew the first 8, and every Afternoon and Evening,
the other 8 of them, to no less than 6 Persons at a Time; but if a lesser Number should come,
I will leave it to their own Generosity, according to the Satisfaction they think they receive. The
next Monday I will begin to show, on the same easy Terms, nine of the French King’s Palaces,
and so every succeeding Week different Ones, in different Parts of the World, till the whole be
gone through. After that, I intend to go to Philadelphia . . . Jo. Bonnin.
P.S. Any Body who has once paid for seeing a set, is always welcome to see the same again
gratis, provided they bring, or come along with a new Company, or when I am showing what
they have seen before.
New-York Gazette, May 14, 1750.

John Bonin,
Hereby gives Notice to his Friends and Well wishers, That, After having tried many different Ways to support himself and Family, tho’ with the utmost Honesty and Care, yet not being attended with desired Success, has now, by the Assistance of some Merchants, opened a
Shop in Crown-Street, in the House where Capt. Hewit lately lived, near Mr. Abraham Lott’s;
where may be had, Rum, Sugar, and most kinds of European Goods usually sold in Shops. As
his Creditors, he is fully persuaded, are such from a sincere and hearty Disposition to serve him,
and as therefore he has his Goods at the most easy Rates, his kind Customers may depend on
buying of him at the lowest Prices; and for their Encouragement, they shall be wellcome to view
his famous Optical Machine Gratis.
“The Microcosm,” Boston Gazette, May 17, 1756.

To be Seen (for a short Time) at the House of Mr. William Fletcher, Merchant, New-Boston;
That Elaborate and Matchless Pile of ART, Called, The MICROCOSM, Or, The
WORLD in MINIATURE.
Built in the Form of a Roman Temple, after Twenty-two Years, close Study and Application, by
the late ingenious Mr. Henry Bridges, of London; who, having received the Approbation and
Applause of the Royal Society, &c. afterwards made considerable Additions and Improvements; so
that the Whole, being now compleatly finished, is humbly offered to the Curious of this City, as a
Performance which has been the Admiration of every Spectator, and proved itself by its singular
Perfections the most instructive as well as entertaining Piece of Work in Europe.
A Piece of such complicated Workmanship, and that affords such a Variety of Representations
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(tho’ all upon the most simple Principles) can but very imperfectly be described in Words the best
chosen; therefore ’tis desired, what little is said in this Advertisement may not pass for an Account
of the Microcosm, but only what is thought meerly necessary in the Title of such an Account, &c.
Its outward Structure is a most beautiful Composition of Architecture, Sculpture and Painting. The inward Contents are as judiciously adapted to gratify the Ear, the Eye, and the Understanding; for it plays with great Exactness several fine Pieces of Musick, and exhibits, by an amazing Variety of moving Figures, Scenes diversified with natural Beauties, Operations of Art, of human
Employments and Diversions, all passing as in real Life, &c.
I. Shews all the celestial Phænomena, with just Regard to the proportionable Magnitudes
of their Bodies, the Figures of their Orbits, and the Periods of their Revolutions, with the Doctrine of Jupiter’s Satellites, of Eclipses, and of the Earth’s annual and diurnal Motions, which
are all rendered familiarly intelligible. In Particular will be seen the Trajectory and Type of a
Comet, predicted by Sir Isaac Newton, to appear the Beginning of 1758; likewise a Transit of
Venus over the Sun’s Disk, the Sixth of June 1761; also a large and visible Eclipse of the Sun,
the First of April 1764, &c.
2. Are the nine Muses playing in Concert on divers musical Instruments, as the Harp, Hautboy, Bass Viol, &c.
3. Is Orpheus in the Forest, playing on his Lyre, and beating exact Time to each Tune; who,
by his exquisite Harmony, charms even the wild Beasts.
4. Is a Carpenter’s Yard, wherein the various Branches of that Trade are most naturally represented, &c.
5. Is a delightful Grove, wherein are Birds flying, and in many other Motions warbling forth
their melodious Notes, &c.
6. Is a fine Landskip, with a Prospect of the Sea, where Ships are sailing with a proportionable Motion according to their Distance. On the Land are Coaches, Carts and Chaises passing
along, with their Wheels turning round as if on the Road, and altering their Positions as they
ascend or desend a steep Hill; and nearer, on a River, is a Gun-powder-Mill at Work. On the
same River are Swans swimming, fishing, and bending their Necks backwards to feather themselves; as also the Sporting of the Dog and Duck, &c.
7. And lastly, Is shewn the whole Machine in Motion, when upwards of twelve Hundred
Wheels and Pinnions are in Motion at once: And during the whole Performance it plays several fine Pieces of Musick on the Organ and other Instruments, both single and in Concert, in
a very elegant Manner, &c.
It will be shewn every Day, exactly at Eleven o’Clock in the Morning, and again at Three and
Five in the Afternoon, at Four Shillings & Six Pence each, and Children under Twelve Years of
Age, at Three Shillings (Lawful Money) though Price quite inferior to the Expence, and Merits
of this Machine.
N.B. Any Person subscribing Thirteen Shillings and Six Pence, will be entitled to see the
MICROCOSM at the above Hours, during its Stay at Boston.

EARLY RESPONSES TO PORTRAITS
Direct American commentary on early eighteenth-century portraits is rare, so, though
brief, these three excerpts from letters written in the 1730s to correspondents in England
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are particularly valuable. In the first, James Logan, the chief justice of Pennsylvania,
writes to William Logan to say that he will not be able to send portraits of his family
in exchange for ones forwarded by his brother. In explanation, he mentions Swedish
painter Gustavus Hesselius, then resident in Philadelphia, whose work, he reports, is
deemed unflattering by the women of Philadelphia. The family was Quaker, and there
is also a suggestion that Logan’s wife objected to portraiture on religious grounds (see
“Quaker ‘Rules’ on Tombstones,” this chapter).
A year later, the governor of Massachusetts would also express reservations about
portraits, in this case mezzotint prints (see “Peter Pelham Scrapes a Mezzotint,” this
chapter). Jonathan Belcher was installed as governor in 1730, and as a reflection of
his stature of office he commissioned several oil portraits of himself. Yet when his son,
then living in England, engaged printmaker John Faber to copy one of those portraits,
Belcher became alarmed. In a letter, he demands that the print and plate be destroyed;
Belcher apparently worried that his enemies would criticize him as acting above his
station if the prints were issued by a family member. He seemed to recognize the power
of the portable work of art, issued in multiples. The son did not, however, carry out
the father’s order, and a year later, in 1735, Belcher changed his mind and requested
the plate and prints be sent to him in Boston, where he could better control their
dissemination.
William Byrd also writes to a correspondent, John Perceval, who has sent his portrait
to the colonies, in this case to the former’s plantation in Virginia. Byrd’s fascinating reply shows him to be a man who studies portraits carefully, “reading” them as he would
a biblical text. As would be the case for Charles Willson Peale several decades later, Byrd
characterizes a successful portrait as one that brings out the moral virtues of the sitter,
traits that should be discernible to all intelligent viewers, whether or not the sitter is
known to them.
James Logan to William Logan, May 31, 1733, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

We have a Swedish painter here, no bad hand, who generally does Justice to the men, especially
to their blemishes, which he never fails shewing in the fullest light, but is remarked for never
having done any to ye fair sex, and therefore very few care to sitt to him nothing on earth
could prevail with my spouse to sitt at all, or to have hers taken by any man, and our girles believing the Originals have but little from nature to recommend them, would scarce be willing
to have that little (if any) ill treated by a Pencil the Graces never favour’d, and therefore I doubt
we cannot make you the most proper Return for so obliging a Present.
Jonathan Belcher to Jonathan Belcher Jr., August 7, 1734, Massachusetts Historical Society.

I see you had received my Picture from Mr. Caswall, I think it is not much like, tho’ a good
Peice of Paint, Done by Mr. Philips of Great Queenstreet, out of Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
I am Surprized & much displeased at what your uncle writes me of Mr. Newman & your
having my Picture done on a Copper Plate—how cou’d you presume to do Such a Thing without my Special Leave and Order—You Should be wise and consider the Consequences of Things
before you put ’em in Execution, Such a foolish affair will pull down much Envy, and give occasion to your Father’s Enemies to Squirt & Squib & what not—It is therefore my order, if this
comes to hand timely that you destroy the Plate & burn all the Impressions taken from it.
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William Byrd II to John Perceval, Earl of Egmont, July 12, 1736, Virginia Historical Society, Richmond.

I had the honour of your Lordships commands of the 9th of September, and since that have
the pleasure of conversing a great deal with your picture. It is incomparably well done & the
painter has not only hit your ayr, but some of the vertues too which usd to soften and enliven
your features. So that every connoisseur that sees it, can see t’was drawn for a generous, benevolent, & worthy person. It is no wonder perhaps that I coud discern so many good things in the
portrait, when I knew them so well in the original, just like those who pick out the meaning of
the Bible, altho’ in a strange language, because they were aquainted with the subject before. But
I own I was pleasd to find some strangers able to read your Lordships character on the canvas,
as plain as if they had been physiognomists by profession.

PIONEERING ARTISTS
john smibert documents
Following a three-year study tour of Europe, the Scottish-born painter John Smibert
was working in the second tier of London portraitists with little chance of breaking
into the top ranks when he met George Berkeley, the celebrated philosopher and clergyman. Berkeley had conceived a plan to establish a college in Bermuda to educate Native
Americans, and Smibert agreed to come as a teacher of art. The Berkeley party arrived
in Rhode Island in 1728, but the college never came into being. Smibert soon moved to
Boston, where he immediately became the preeminent portrait painter. He also set up
a “color-shop” to supply art materials, and his collection of paintings, including many
copies of old masters from his European tour, remained available for decades after his
death, inspiring such later painters as John Singleton Copley, Charles Willson Peale, John
Trumbull, and even Washington Allston.
This group of Smibert documents begins with a passage from the notebook of George
Vertue, a London engraver who recorded much concerning the local art community. In
his choppy entry noting Smibert’s departure from England, he summarizes the artist’s
reasons for embarking to the colonies. Next is a letter from Berkeley written in 1735,
after he returned from Rhode Island and became the Anglican bishop of Cloyne, in
Ireland. Berkeley paints an enticing picture of the life of an artist in Ireland, obviously
hoping to convince Smibert to return from Boston. The artist did not leave Boston, as
the later correspondence with his London friend and supplier, Arthur Pond, makes
clear. In several letters to Pond, Smibert orders paint, canvas, and prints, asks for news
of the London artists, and gives his own. In one list of items requested, Smibert includes
a set of prints of ocean vessels, explaining, “These ships I want sometimes for to be in a
distant view in Portraits of Merchts etc who chuse such, so if there be any better done
since send them. but they must be in the modern construction.” Smibert sought the most
up-to-date sources for his art, and the same was true of his tea service. Evidently unimpressed by Boston silver, he sends Pond some old cups and spoons as a trade for a new
London teapot of the latest style. Another fashion of the day in which he was involved
was fan painting. The need for more fans and fan mounts to sell to the “ladies” is a
leitmotif of this correspondence, especially when Smibert’s nephew, John Moffatt, takes
over the business after the painter’s death in 1751. In his letter, Moffatt also includes a
proposed text for Smibert’s grave marker, which is given here in its entirety.
34
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Memorandum, George Vertue Notebooks, in Richard H. Saunders, John Smibert: Colonial America’s First
Portrait Painter (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995).

In a few days after Mr. Smibert left England, to go to the West Indies. New York. or Bermudas
taking all his pictures Effects entending there to Settle. according to a Scheme propos’d by Dean
Barclay. to lay the foundation of a College for all sorts of Literature on Bermudas. & professors
of several sciences. to Instruct the Indian children in the Christian faith, & other necessary educations. to which end the Dean had made great Solicitations. at Court in the last reign. & had
obtaind a grant of 20000 pound from some of the plantation revenues to be employ’d in making a settlement there. of a College & several fellows. to which design the Dean had engag’d, or
perswaded several gentlemen of fortune & Substance to join with him in this project. 3 or four
of them. sett out with (y e Dean. &) Mr. Smibert. on that account not paid prevented by the
Death of the late King—
Mr. Smybert had very good business here, a great many friends generally all of them dissuaded him from leaving here a certainty. for an uncertainty. but he warm’d with imaginations
of the great success of such a design. & the pleasure of a finer Country & Air. more healthfull
he being often a little enclind. to indispositions. or hip, or Vapours . . . & also having a particular turn of mind towards honest, fair & righteous dealing—he coud not well relish, the false
selfish griping, overreaching ways too commonly practiz’d here. Nor was he prone to speak
much. in his own praise. nor any violent ways but a descent modesty. which he thought in such
a retirement. as at Bermudas he might live quietly & for a small expence. & make a great advantage. by ready money declaring he rather sought repose, than profitt. he was a good like
man. Born at Endenburgh & now about 45. or 6—(furthermore its said that the Dean & Smibert took with them two young Gentlewomen. of good fortunes. both sisters. & married one to
y e Dean.)
George Berkeley to John Smibert, May 31, 1735, in Saunders, John Smibert.

A great variety and hurry of affairs, joined with ill state of health, hath deprived me of the pleasure of corresponding with you for this good while past, and indeed I am very sensible that the
task of answering a letter is so disagreeable to you, that you can well dispense with receiving
one of mere compliment, or which doth not bring something pertinent and useful. you are the
proper judge whether the following suggestions may be so or no. I do not pretend to give advice; I only offer a few hints for your own reflection.
What if there be in my neighborhood a great trading city? What if this city be four times as
populous as Boston, and a hundred times as rich? What if there be more faces to paint, and
better pay for painting, and yet nobody to paint them? Whether it would be disagreeable to you
to receive gold instead of paper? Whether it might be worth your while to embark with your
busts, your prints, your drawings, and once more cross the Atlantic? Whether you might not
find full business at Cork, and live there much cheaper than in London? Whether all these things
put together might not be worth a serious thought? I have one more question to ask, and that
is, whether myrtles grow in or near Boston, without pots, stones, or greenhouses, in the open
air? I assure you they do in my garden. So much for the climate. Think of what hath been said,
and God direct you for the best.
John Smibert to Arthur Pond, July 1, 1743, in Saunders, John Smibert.

Dear Sir I wrote you the 6th of May by Capt. Bonner & then troubled you with 2 Bills one on
Messr; Tyrons for £30 and the other on Messr: Walter Hayter & Sons for £11—the 2d Sett of
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which Bills are now inclosed as also a Bill of Lading for eight Guineas & Twenty-five oz and a
half of silver plate. I have for a long time intended to send for y e pictures etc which my Nephew
left with you, but delayed on act. of the war, which as there is no apearance of being over think,
it now best to have them over here again, for as you long ago wrote me you had sold none of
them, nor though it likely you should. I am in hopes I shal make something of them here so
desires you will order them to be carefully packed up in a good case & sent by the first opportunity for this Port & insure on the Virtu cargo for £150. I must further trouble you to buy me
3 doz 3/4 Cloaths strained, & two whole Length Cloaths which pray order to be good and carefully rolled up & put in a Case. Fann Paper ten Reams this is an article which se shal probably
want considerable of so would desire you to write y e mans name you buy it of & where he lives
that we may send to him directly without troubling you again. There are many women that
paints Fanns for the country use and as they buy the Collours of us the paper has of late come
naturally in to be an article in the Shop let it be of the sort commonly used for cheap Fanns &
should be glad y e man would Send a Sheet or 2 of the different sorts of paper with y e prices.
Lake of the Common midling sort about two Guineas and of good Lake about two Guineas
more. Prussian Blew 50 1 2 shillings per pound. Do 6 1 @ 20 shill or a Guinea per pound. Do 6
1 @ 18 shill. per pound. that may be had cheapest of y e maker M Mitchell at Hoxton who you
may send to by a peny post letter or a Porter. the old Cups and spoons are a commission from
my Wiffe who desires you will be so good as to get her a Silver tea pott of the midle size but
rather incling to y e Large and weighty y e fashion she leaves intirely to you only would not have
the top with hinges, but to take of. I have sent a Sketch of ye Arms which I know you wil take
care to get done by a good engraver with proper Ornaments. I do not expect the old silver wil
pay for the tea pott which I would have a pretty one. What remains of ye money after paying
for those articles and al charges on Board please to lay out in gold leaf.
I am sorry the State of the Virtu is at so low an ebb. If the arts are about to leave Great Britain
I wish they may take their flight into our new world that they may, at least remain in some part
of the British dominions. Remember me to al my old friends among the Painters.
John Smibert to Arthur Pond, March 24, 1743/44(?), in Saunders, John Smibert.

Dear Sir: I had the favour of yours by Capt. Anstill with the Virtu Cargo and bill. the other
things in good order. for your care of which and present of the prints I am much your debtor.
You know I was always fond of Landskips so that you could not have sent anything more to my
taste and I assure you I esteem them as the finest Collection of Prints in that way I ever saw.
The smal sett I have sold and desire you will send 5 setts of the 7 numbers on’ the smal paper
which with the sett already received wil amount to eight guineas allowing the 20 per cent for
those who sell them again. its probable more will sell but we wil try them first, you may send
one of every Print you do perhaps some of them may hit the General taste of this place.
All the things you sent are good and bought well. The season for Fann painting is not yet
come so there has been no opportunity to try the papers and mounts but no doubt they will
answer.
John Moffatt to Arthur Pond, December 28, 1752, in Saunders, John Smibert.

Sir,—No doubt you have long ago heard of the Death of Mr. Smibert, and which I ought to
have acquainted you of before now, as I know the regard you had for him & y e obligations we
are under to you. He had been for many years in a Declining State of health, and for some years
unable to paint at al, but to y e last preserved his cheerfulness & serenity of temper, free from al
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uneasiness & happy in his family. He has Left a Widow and three sons, y e eldest is apprentice
to a Merchant, y e second inclines to Painting & seems to me of a Promising Genius, y e youngest
is at y e Grammar School. My Honest Uncle never was rich, but Lived always handsomely &
with great reputation. He hath left enough I hope with prudent management to put his Children in y e way of doing well in y e world & which you may easily think I am not unconcerned
about.
A friend here who valued Mr. Smibert much, has wrote a Character or Epitah to be put on
the Tomb. I have sent you a Copy of it for your opinion & your friends, it wil apear too long
and perhaps might be shortned to advantage. I shal be glad of your opinion of it & would acquaint you that ever since Mr. Smibert died I have intended something should be erected to his
memory . . .
My Aunt & I Jointly cary on the Collour business & every thing goes on as in my Uncles life
time. Gratitude obliges me to do al I can for y e interest of so worthy a Persons familly as wel as
y e nearnes of my Relation. If this Commission could be made easier to you for y e future by applying to y e Fann man & some of y e other people directly, you wil please to direct me, y e Bill for
fifty pounds is drawn by so good a man as that its certain wil be duly honoured, nor do I doubt
y e other Bill being so too, but in case that should be protested must desire you to get y e whole
of y e Fann Mounts sent & the remainder in Prussian Blew, for as we are near out of Fann mounts
it would be of great advantage could you favour us with them by the first ship after you receive
the money, and let the whole value be insured. I wish y e taste here was good eneough for y e
Prints of your Landskips, etc. but there are few virtuosi here, y e Roman Ruins pleases & now &
then there are a customer for them. Mrs. Smibert with her Sons Joins me in their Respects to
you. I shal be obliged for your ordering the cargo particularly the Fan mounts as soon as possible.
Smibert’s epitaph, sent in letter by John Moffat to Arthur Pond, December 28, 1752, in Saunders, John
Smibert.
Why should there be shame or limits to the longing for one so dear?—Hor. Carmina I, xxiv

In the adjacent tomb are buried the frail and mortal remains of the excellent man, John Smibert, a famous painter, to whose art, even Italy, dear nurturing mother of painting, once recognized that praises were due. In Britain too, you will surely not find his superior, very few who
are his equal. It is therefore not strange if in America, which he preferred for health’s sake to
his native soil, he neither found nor left a rival. Because of their great art and skill, numerous
pictures, painted with elegance by his hand, will offer, in the estimate of the best judges, enduring proof of these facts.
But however great this praise of him, it is little compared to his excellent character. Particularly in the cultivation of his character, he combined in felicitous manner zeal and effort, and
in all circumstances of life, was an exemplar of true and unadorned virtue. He was a singularly
worthy member of the community by reason of his unstained integrity of life, a calm, kindly,
and humane nature, together with an affability in behavior, and a pleasing and ingenuous simplicity. He was an affectionate husband and parent, mindful of his duties to each member of
his family, friendly, sincerely helpful, loyal, and stable; in sum, his whole life was a sermon. His
soul was deeply imbued with reverence and love of God in his greatness and goodness. In his
worship he was steadfast and very devoted, with true faith and a living hope in Christ Jesus.
Supported by these, happy and at peace, on the second day of April in the year 1751 of our Christian era, his pious spirit was returned to God who had given it.
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He was born of honest parents at Edinburgh in Northern Britain on the twenty-fourth day
of March in the year 1688. He married his wife, Mary, whom he ever cherished, truly a dutiful woman, worthy of his love, and now, alas, his grief-stricken widow, on the thirtieth day of
July in the year 1730. She was the eldest daughter of a reverend and learned man, formerly departed this life, Nathaniel Williams of Boston. Of this union were born seven sons and two
daughters, of whom four sons and two daughters rest in the same tomb with their father; the
others survive.
Reader, if you can cherish a man such as this and seek to be like him, you will be ever blessed.
benjamin west on william williams
The interesting career of English-born William Williams might have been lost to history
but for a series of coincidences. He does not appear in William Dunlap’s comprehensive
History of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design (1834), although he spent some
three decades in North America working as a portraitist and occasional landscapist.
Few paintings survive that can be securely attributed to him, even though he is known
to have painted nearly 250. However, Williams was also an author, and his colorful,
novelistic (and pseudonymous) memoir of his early years as a seaman in the Caribbean
was later promoted by Thomas Eagles, a Bristol merchant who had inherited the few
possessions of the impoverished painter after he returned to England and died in an
almshouse in 1791. Benjamin West, by chance visiting Eagles several decades later, recognized the memoir as belonging to his first teacher in Pennsylvania, Williams. In the
following letter to Eagles, West recounts what he knows of Williams through the filter
of his own life and career (see also “Benjamin West: A New World Genius Conquers
the Old,” chapter 2).
Benjamin West to Thomas Eagles, October 10, 1810, private collection.

The following will shew you by what circumstances Williams and myself became acquainted,
as well as that he was the writer of the above mentioned manuscript. Mr. Edward Pennington
a gentleman of high respectability, & of the Society of Friends in the City of Philadelphia was
in the habit of annually visiting my Father and family in Chester County Pennsylvania as a relative.—Observing some of my childish attempts at the delineation of domestick objects in
colours extracted from roots, herbs & bark of trees; he prevailed upon my Parents to take with
him to the City his little cousin for some weeks, as he had never seen that place. This happened
in the year 1747 in my ninth year—and was a circumstance most grateful to my feelings—
indulging the hope of seeing some pictures in the city.
A few days after I was with Mr Pennington in the city, he bought me colours, & all the other
materials for making pictures in oil. My first attempt was then a Landscape—in which were
ships, cattle, & other things which I had been accustomed to see; but before I had finished the
picture Samuel Shoemaker a neighbour of Mr Pennington & a gentleman also of the Society of
Friends, came to see the picture I was painting; & in the conversation which took place between
those two gentlemen on the subject of the Fine Arts, Mr Shoemaker informed his friend Pennington that a few days before he had met a person in the street with a picture; & that he requested the person to favour him with a sight of it, which he found to be a Landscape of considerable merit, & painted by the person in whose hands the picture was.—
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I learnt from him, said Mr Shoemaker, that his name was W. Williams that he had been recently married to a respectable townswoman of our City, & settled here, & that he followed
the business of painting in general; he appeared to me to possess a powerful mind, and a great
love for painting; and tomorrow I find he will have finished the landscape I commissioned
him to paint for me: when it is sufficiently dry to be moved with safety, I will with thy permission friend Pennington bring both the Painter & the picture to thee, & thy little cousin
West to see it.
The palpitation of joy which this conversation produced in my mind when I became certain of seeing it was what I can never forget, nor did hours ever pass slower away than those
which intervened until I saw the picture, which in a few days was brought to Mr Pennington’s.
I believe the blush of joy which overspread my face on the picture being first exposed to view
attracted the attention of those present even more than the picture itself altho’ a work of considerable merit: it being the first picture I had seen except the small essays I made in the country, and the one I was then attempting to paint in oil.
The attention of Mr Williams still rested on me—while the other persons were beginning to
look at his Landscape and to commend it. Soon after Mr Williams addressed himself to Mr Pennington “I am of opinion, Sir, that this youth has the sensibility proper for the studying of painting”:—he then turned to me, and wished to know if I had ever read the lives of any of the great
Masters of painting—I replied it was the first time I had ever heard of such lives for I had never
read any account of great men, but those in the Bible and New Testament, which my Parents
directed me to read and remember.
“Well, then,” said Mr Williams, “if Mr Pennington will give permission, I will lend you
Richardson & du Fresnoy on Painting to read at your leisure.” He did so, and those two books
were my companions by day, & under my pillow by night. Thus commenced my acquaintance
with Wm Williams, which continued without interruption until I embarked for Italy in 1760.
From the year 47 to 60 my attention was directed to every point necessary to accomplish me
for the profession of painting; this often brought me to the house of Williams and as he was an
excellent actor in taking off Character—he often to amuse me, repeated his adventures amongst
the Carribs & Negro tribes in the West Indies . . .
He spoke both the Negro and Carrib tongue, and appeared to me to have lived amongst them
for some years.
I often asked him how he came to be with them—he replied that he had been put to the sea
when young; that he never was satisfied with that pursuit, & that he took the first opportunity
which offered to desert it, by making his way for the West Indies, where he was shipwrecked,
& thrown into great difficulties, but Providence had preserved him through a variety of dangers. He likewise informed me that he was a Welshman by birth; but brought up at a Grammar
School in Bristol—where his greatest delight was to go & see an elderly artist who painted heads
in oil, as well as small landscapes & his greatest wish was to be a Painter; but in that he was disappointed, & bound when young to a Virginia Capt who sometimes sailed out of London as
well as from Bristol in the Virginia trade.—
“After going the second voyage with him, when in Norfolk, in Virginia—to tell you the truth
he said, I left the ship & sailed for the West Indies, where I hoped to be unknown, that I might
work my way to some place—& accomplish my wishes as a Painter:—and after some years had
elapsed, I was able to come to this city [Philadelphia]—and ever since my arrival, I have studied the science of painting, by collecting the lives of the eminent painters as well as the prints
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from their works.” This I knew to be the truth, as it was to his books and prints I was indebted
for all the knowledge I possessed of the progress which the fine Arts had made in the world, &
which prompted me to view them in Italy.

TASTE AND THEORY
of the knowledge of painting
These two paragraphs from a Boston journal are unusually interesting in that they
describe a personal, pleasurable response to painting, stemming from the simple charm
of representation, or the excitement of dramatic visual narratives—rather than the
theoretical and moral imperatives of art commonly discussed at the time (see the
following address by John Trumbull). The author asks whether only “Painters and
Connoisseurs” feel this appreciation, or whether it is available to any “Man of Sense.”
The majority of the article (not included here) is a translation of a French “dialogue”
that considers this question.
“Of the Knowledge of Painting,” American Magazine and Historical Chronicle 2 (March 1745).

There is a Sort of Magick in the Art of Painting, which charms by the Deception it puts upon us.
To have Nature as it were, forc’d from itself, and transplanted upon a Canvas, under the Representation of some delightful Landscape, enrich’d with the grateful Variety of Sun-Shine, Water,
Greens, distant Views, and interspersed with Figures, that seem animated, and in Motion: Or else,
to have some celebrated Action, express’d with so much Force, that we see Dignity, or Grief,
Terror, or Love, according to the Circumstances of the Story, and are moved as strongly, as if
the Persons represented were in Being, and before our Eyes: To see a stabb’d Lucretia, or a dying Cleopatra, an exposed Andromeda, or a forsaken Ariadne: To see an irritated Sea, and a Vessel struggling with the Waves, or splitting on a Rock, while Horror and Despair strike from the
ghastly Looks of the drowning Mariners: It is no longer a dumb Entertainment to the Eye, but
a speaking Image to the Mind, that awakens every Sentiment in it, and hurries the Beholder by
an imperceptible Violence, thro’ every Passion represented on the now living Canvas.
I was in Company the other Day, where a warm Dispute arose, whether the Taste and Knowledge of Painting was confined only to Painters and Connoisseurs, as they are termed; or whether
a Man of Sense may not be as good a Judge of either. I was little better than an Auditor, during the whole Dispute; which, like most Disputes, ended without Conviction on either Side.
the use and advantages of the fine arts
In 1770 John Trumbull (an older cousin of the painter by the same name) gave the
following commencement address at Yale University. In it the twenty-year-old graduate makes an early plea for the importance and intellectual value of music, art, and
especially literature alongside the more “solid” branches of learning such as science and
mathematics. These latter, he suggests, are occasionally so esoteric in their researches as
to “degenerate into meer speculations of amusement.” The arts, in contrast, elevate us,
give us dignity and refinement, and separate us from the base and the animal, according to Trumbull. After a long section (not included here) examining the history of the
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fine arts in ancient Greece and Rome and modern Russia and England, he offers a
stirring prediction of future American glory in the arts, contrasting an egalitarian view
of education and a vigorous love of independence in the colonies with “the effeminate
manners of Britain.”
John Trumbull, An Essay on the Use and Advantages of the Fine Arts (New Haven: T. and S. Green, 1770).

No subject can be more important in itself, or better suited to the present occasion, and the exercises of this day, than the Use and Advantages of the fine Arts, and especially those of Polite
Literature. These studies are perhaps too much undervalued by the public, and neglected by
the youth in our seminaries of science. They are considered as meer matters of trifling amusement, and despised in comparison with the more solid branches of Learning . . .
Let us consider the advantages which arise to the world from the study of the liberal Arts.
Mankind in the present state, are extremely liable to be led away by mean and sordid vices,
to be attached to the low enjoyments of sense, and thus degraded almost to a level with the brutal creation. As that unceasing thirst for happiness, which is the universal spring of action, must
have some object for its gratification; the Divine Being, to raise us above these low desires, hath
implanted in our minds a taste for more pure and intellectual pleasures. These pleasures have
their sources in the fine Arts, and are more especially found in the elegant entertainments of
polite Literature. They ennoble the soul, purify the passions, and give the thoughts a better turn.
They add dignity to our sentiments, delicacy and refinement to our manners. They set us above
our meaner pursuits, and make us scorn those low enjoyments, which perhaps we once esteemed
as the perfection of human felicity. I appeal to all persons of judgment, whether they can rise
from reading a fine Poem, viewing any masterly work of Genius, or hearing an harmonious
concert of Music, without feeling an openness of heart, and an elevation of mind, without being more sensible of the dignity of human nature, and despising whatever tends to debase and
degrade it?
These are the delights, which humanize the soul, and polish away that rugged ferocity of
manners, which is natural to the uncultivated nations of the world . . .
America hath a fair prospect in a few centuries of ruling both in arts and arms. It is universally allowed that we very much excel in the force of natural genius. And although but few among
us are able to devote their whole lives to study, perhaps there is no nation, in which a larger
portion of learning is diffused through all ranks of people. For as we generally possess the middle station of life, neither sunk to vassalage, nor raised to independance, we avoid the sordid
ignorance of peasants, and the unthinking dissipation of the great. The heroic love of Liberty,
the manly fortitude, the generosity of sentiment, for which we have been so justly celebrated,
seem to promise the future advancement and established duration of our glory. Many incidents unfortunate in themselves, have tended to call forth and sustain these virtues. Happy, in
this respect, have been our late struggles for liberty! They have awakened the spirit of freedom;
they have rectified the manners of the times; they have made us acquainted with the rights of
mankind; recalled to our minds the glorious independance of former ages, fired us with the
views of fame, and by filling our thoughts with contempt for the imported articles of luxury,
have raised an opposition, not only to the illegal power, but to the effeminate manners of Britain.
And I cannot but hope, notwithstanding some dangerous examples of infamous defection, that
there is a spirit remaining in these Colonies, that will invariably oppose itself to the efforts of
usurpation and perfidy, and forbid that Avarice should ever betray us to Slavery.
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POEMS ON PORTRAITS
At a time when portraits were rarely seen outside private homes, their public life
could be extended via published poems extolling both the talents of the painter
and the beauty of the subject. Such was the case with the anonymous poem inspired
by a portrait by Benjamin West, published when the artist was just twenty. Often,
though, these verses were devoted to the larger oeuvre of an artist rather than to a
single work. A lengthy poem written to John Smibert by Mather Byles (1730, not
included here) is a particularly well-known example of the genre. Another, by
Francis Hopkinson, a future signer of the Declaration of Independence, was dedicated to British émigré painter John Wollaston, who visited Philadelphia in 1758
and influenced the young West. Today, Wollaston’s portraits are sometimes described as stiff and formulaic, but in the excerpt below Hopkinson appears greatly
inspired by their artifice, making specific mention of the painter’s skill with drapery,
for which he was well known. Unusually for this genre, Hopkinson writes about the
process of painting the portrait—the gradual building of the likeness on canvas—
rather than the finished product.
Also intriguing is the short poem by Phillis Wheatley, an African-born slave
(later freed) who is thought to be the first African American writer of significance.
Wheatley became internationally famous, traveling to London in 1773; her work
has been compared to that of Alexander Pope. The elegiac poem included here is
dedicated to the painter Scipio Moorhead, a Boston slave about whom very little is
known, and who may have painted Wheatley (a groundbreaking, engraved portrait
of the poet was published with her book of poems in 1773). Wheatley’s achievement
was often cited by abolitionists as a demonstration of the African’s mental equality
with Europeans. Moorhead’s portraits could have functioned similarly in a more
local context (see also “Joshua Johnson Advertises,” chapter 2; and “Artists of Color
and the Representation of Race,” chapter 4). They certainly provided inspiration
for Wheatley.
“Upon seeing the Portrait of Miss **—**, by Mr. West,” American Magazine and Monthly Chronicle
for the British Colonies 1 (February 1758).

Since Guido’s skilful hand, with mimic art,
Cou’d form and animate so sweet a face,
Can nature still superior charms impart,
Or warmest fancy add a single grace?
Th’enliven’d tints in due proportion rise;
Her polish’d cheeks with deep vermilion glow;
‘The shining moisture swells into her eyes,’
And from such lips nectareous sweets must flow.
The easy attitude, the graceful dress,
The soft expression of the perfect whole,
Both Guido’s judgment and his skill confess,
Informing canvass with a living soul.
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How fixt, how steady, yet how bright a ray
Of modest Lustre beams in ev’ry smile!
Such smiles as must resistless charms convey,
Enliven’d by a heart devoid of guile!
Yet sure his flattering pencil’s unsincere,
His fancy takes the place of bashful truth,
And warm Imagination pictures here
The pride of beauty and the bloom of youth.
Thus had I said, and thus deluded thought,
Had lovely Stella still remain’d unseen,
Where grace and beauty to perfection brought,
Make ev’ry imitative art look mean.
LOVELACE
Francis Hopkinson, “Verses Inscribed to Mr. WOLLASTON,” American Magazine and Monthly Chronicle
for the British Colonies 1 (September 1758).

To you fam’d Wollaston! these strains belong,
And be your praise the subject of my song:
When your soft pencil bids the canvas shine
With mimic life, with elegance divine,
Th’enraptur’d muse, fond to partake they fire,
With equal sweetness strives to sweep the lyre,
With equal justice fain would paint your praise,
And by your name immortalize her lays.
Oftimes with wonder and delight I stand,
To view th’amazing conduct of your hand.
At first unlabour’d sketches lightly trace
The glimm’ring outlines of a human face;
Then by degrees the liquid life o’erflows
Each rising feature—the rich canvas glows
With heightened charms—The forehead rises fair;
And, glossy ringlets twine the nut-brown hair;
The sparkling eyes give meaning to the whole,
And seem to speak the dictates of a soul.
The lucid lips in rosy sweetness drest,
The well-turn’d neck and the luxuriant breast,
The silk that richly flows with graceful air—
All tell the hand of Wollaston was there.
Thus the gay flow’rs that paint th’embroider’d plain,
By rising steps their glowing beauties gain.
No leaves at first their burning gloried show,
But wrapt in simple forms unnotic’d grow,
Till ripen’d by the son’s meridian ray,
They spread perfection to the blaze of day.—
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Phillis Wheatley, “To S.M., a Young African Painter, on Seeing His Works,” in Poems on Various Subjects,
Religious and Moral (London, 1773).

To show the lab’ring bosom’s deep intent,
And thought in living characters to paint,
When first thy pencil did those beauties give,
And breathing figures learnt from thee to live,
How did those prospects give my soul delight,
A new creation rushing on my sight?
Still, wond’rous youth! each noble path pursue,
On deathless glories fix thine ardent view:
Still may the painter’s and the poet’s fire
To aid thy pencil, and thy verse conspire!
And may the charms of each seraphic theme
Conduct thy footsteps to immortal fame!
High to the blissful wonders of the skies
Elate thy soul, and raise thy wishful eyes.
Thrice happy, when exalted to survey
That splendid city, crown’d with endless day,
Whose twice six gates on radiant hinges ring:
Celestial Salem blooms in endless spring.
Calm and serene thy moments glide along,And may the muse inspire each future song !
Still, with the sweets of contemplation bless’d,
May peace with balmy wings your soul invest!
But when these shades of time are chas’d away,
And darkness ends in everlasting day,
On what seraphic pinions shall we move,
And view the landscapes in the realms above?
There shall thy tongue in heav’nly murmurs flow,
And there my muse with heav’nly transport glow:
No more to tell of Damon’s tender sighs,
Or rising radiance of Aurora’s eyes,
For nobler themes demand a nobler strain,
And purer language on th’ ethereal plain.
Cease, gentle muse! the solemn gloom of night
Now seals the fair creation from my sight.

TRAINING AND THE LURE OF EUROPE
john singleton copley: ambition and practicality
One of the most celebrated collections of documents in early American art history is
the series of letters to and from John Singleton Copley during his years as a portrait
painter in Boston and while on his grand tour of Europe in 1774–75. No artist has
more clearly articulated the dilemma of the provincial painter of faces—yearning for
greater recognition and the opportunity to engage in history painting—who must weigh
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guaranteed financial success in America against the unknown of Europe. Copley clearly
thirsts for the stimulation of the art of antiquity and the old masters, but he also realizes
that his competition in London will far outpace his lesser colleagues in New England.
After deliberating for over a decade, he finally decided to travel to France and Italy and
settled permanently in London in 1775.
This selection of texts begins with the twenty-five-year-old Copley’s letter to Swiss
artist Jean Etienne Liotard, in which he optimistically predicts a better day for the fine
arts in North America. Next, a series of communications between Copley, Benjamin
West, and R. G. Bruce (a sea captain) document the reception of two portraits (Boy
with a Squirrel [Henry Pelham], 1765; and Young Lady with a Bird and Dog, 1767)
sent to London to test the waters and provide some measure of the American’s talents
vis- à-vis his London competitors. Copley engages in a long-distance conversation
about line, stroke, color, media, and the decorum of subject. West urges him to come
to Europe to see for himself, but with many financial and familial ties in Boston he
hesitates, while still bemoaning his low status there. An example of what may have
frustrated Copley is found in the letter of George Livius, of Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Livius commissions Copley to execute copies of two European portraits, which
will be sent to England. In the process, he dickers about price and suggests that he is
doing the young artist a favor by exposing him to good art. The letter contains a
fascinating postscript in which Livius outlines the changes he wants Copley to make
while “copying” the original.
Copley also receives advice from his own side of the Atlantic, as William Carson,
a resident of Newport, Rhode Island., counsels him to move beyond portraiture to
narrative painting. When Copley finally decides to leave for Europe, West tells him
what he stands to learn from the Italian masters. At last finding himself abroad, he
sent several lengthy letters back to his half-brother in Boston, Henry Pelham, describing
what he was learning and struggling to find the reference points that would enable his
sibling to understand what he was seeing in the flesh. Included here is a remarkable
account of the artist’s first attempt at history painting, The Ascension (1775), intended
as a lesson for Pelham.
John Singleton Copley to Jean Etienne Liotard, September 30, 1762, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton
Copley and Henry Pelham, 1739–1776 (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1914).

This Letter will meet You accompanied by one from the Worthy Coll: 1 Spierring who has been
so kind to give me his assistance for the obtaining a sett of the best Swis Crayons for drawing
of Portraits. allow me Sir to Joyn my sollicitations with him that You would send as He directs
one sett of Crayons of the very best kind such as You can recommend [for] liveliness of colour
and Justness of tints. In a word let em be a sett of the very best that can be got.
You may perhaps be surprised that so remote a corner of the Globe as New England should
have any d[e]mand for the necessary eutensils for practiceing the fine Arts, but I assure You Sir
however feeble our efforts may be, it is not for want of inclination that they are not better, but
the want of oppertunity to improve ourselves. However America which has been the seat of
war and desolation, I would fain hope will one Day become the School of fine Arts and Monsieur Liotard[‘s] Drawing with Justice be set as patterns for our immitation. not that I have ever
had the advantage of beholding any one of those rare peices from Your hand. but [have] formd
a Judgment on the true tast of several of My friend[s] who has seen em.
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R. G. Bruce to John Singleton Copley, August 4, 1766, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

Dont imagine I have forgot or neglected your Interest by my long Silence. I have delayed writing to You ever since the Exhibition, in order to forward the inclosed Letter from Mr. West,
which he has from time to time promised me, but which his extreme Application to his Art has
hitherto prevented his finishing.
What he says will be much more conclusive to You than anything from me. I have only to
add the general Opinions which were pronounced on your Picture when it was exhibited. It
was universally allowed to be the best Picture of its kind that appeared on that occasion, but
the sentiments of Mr. Reynolds, will, I suppose, weigh more with You than those of other
Criticks. He says of it, “that in any Collection of Painting it will pass for an excellent Picture,
but considering the Dissadvantages” I told him “you had laboured under, that it was a very
wonderfull Performance.” “That it exceeded any Portrait that Mr. West ever drew.” “That he did
not know one Painter at home, who had all the Advantages that Europe could give them, that
could equal it, and that if you are capable of producing such a Piece by the mere Efforts of your
own Genius, with the advantages of the Example and Instruction which you could have in Europe, You would be a valuable Acquisition to the Art, and one of the first Painters in the World,
provided you could receive these Aids before it was too late in Life, and before your Manner
and Taste were corrupted or fixed by working in your little way at Boston. He condemns your
working either in Crayons or Water Colours.” Dont imagine I flatter You. I only repeat Mr.
Reynolds’s words, which are confirmed by the publick Voice. He, indeed, is a mere Enthusiast
when he speaks of You. At the same time he found Faults. He observed a little Hardness in the
Drawing, Coldness in the Shades, An over minuteness, all which Example would correct. “But
still,” he added, “it is a wonderful Picture to be sent by a Young Man who was never out of New
England, and had only some bad Copies to study.” I have beg’d of Mr. West to be copious in
his Criticisms and Advices to You. Mr. Reynolds would have also wrote to You himself but his
time is too valuable. The Picture is at his House where I shall leave it till I have your Directions
how to dispose of it.
Benjamin West to John Singleton Copley, August 4, 1766, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

On Seeing a Picture painted by you and meeting with Captain Bruce, I take the liberty of writeing to you. The great Honour the Picture has gaind you hear in the art of Painting I dare say
must have been made known to You Long before this Time. and as Your have made So great a
Progr[e]ss in the art I am Persuaded You are the more desierous of hearing the remarks that
might have been made by those of the Profession, and as I am hear in the Midst of the Painting world have the greater oppertunity of hearing them. Your Picture first fell into Mr.
Reynolds’ hands to have it Put into the Exhibition as the Proformanc of a Young American: he
was Greatly Struck with the Piec, and it was first Concluded to have been Painted by one Mr.
Wright, a young man that has just made his appearance in the art in a sirprising Degree of Merritt. As Your Name was not given with the Picture it was Concluded a mistake, but before the
Exhibition opened the Perticulers was recevd from Capt. Bruce. While it was Excibited to View
the Criticizems was, that at first Sight the Picture struck the Eye as being to liney, which was
judgd to have arose from there being so much neetness in the lines, which indeed as fare as I
was Capable of judgeing was some what the Case. for I very well know from endevouring at
great Correctness in ones out line it is apt to Produce a Poverty in the look of ones work. When
ever great Desition is attended to they lines are apt to be to fine and edgey. This is a thing in
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works of great Painter[s] I have remark[ed] has been strictly a voyded, and have given Correctness in a breadth of out line, which is finishing out into the Canves by no determind line
when Closely examined; tho when seen at a short distanc, as when one looks at a Picture, shall
appear with the greatest Bewty and freedom. for in nature every thing is Round, or at least Partakes the most of that forme which makes it imposeble that Nature, when seen in a light and
shade, can ever appear liney.
As we have every April an Exhibition where our works is exhibitied to the Publick, I advise
you to Paint a Picture of a half figure or two in one Piec, of a Boy and Girle, or any other subject you may fancy. And be shure take your Subjects from Nature as you did in your last Piec,
and dont trust any resemblanc of any thing to fancey, except the dispositions of they figures
and they ajustments of Draperies, So as to make an agreable whole. For in this Consists the
work of fencey and Test.
If you should do anything of this kind, I begg you may send it to me, when you may be shure
it shall have the greatest justice done it. Lett it be Painted in oil, and make it a rule to Paint in
that way as much as Posible, for Oil Painting has the superiority over all other Painting. As I
am from America, and know the little Opertunities is to be had their in they way of Painting,
made the inducement the more in writeing to you in this manner, and as you have got to that
lenght in the art that nothing is wanting to Perfect you now but a Sight of what has been done
by the great Masters, and if you Could make a viset to Europe for this Porpase for three or four
years, you would find yourself then in Possession of what will be highly valuable. If ever you
should make a viset to Europe you may depend on my friendship in eny way thats in my Power
to Sarve.
John Singleton Copley to Benjamin West, November 12, 1766, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

Your kind favour of Augst. 4, 1766, came to hand. It gave me great pleasure to receive without
reserve Your Criticisms on the Picture I sent to the Exibition. Mr. Powell informd me of Your
intention of wrighting, and the handsom things You was pleas’d say in praise of that little performance, which has increased my estamation of it, and demands my thanks which previous
to the receipt of Your favour I acknowledged in a letter forwarded by Mr. Powell. It was remarkd the Picture was too lind. this I confess I was concious of my self and think with You that
it is the natural result of two great presition in the out line, which in my next Picture I will indeavour to avoid, and perhaps should not have fallen into it in that, had I not felt two great
timerity at presenting a Picture to the inspection of the first artists in the World, and where it
was to come into competition with such masterly performancess as generally appear in that
Collection . . . Your c[a]utioning me against doing anything from fancy I take very kind, being
sensable of the necessity of attending to Nature as the fountain head of all perfection, and the
works of the great Masters as so many guides that lead to the more perfect imitation of her,
pointing out to us in what she is to be coppied, and where we should deviate from her. In this
Country as You rightly observe there is no examples of Art, except what is to [be] met with in
a few prints indiferently exicuted, from which it is not possable to learn much, and must greatly
inhanch the Value of free and unreserved Criticism made with judgment and Candor.
It would give me inexpressable pleasure to make a trip to Europe, where I should see those
fair examples of art that have stood so long the admiration of all the world. the Paintings, Sculptors and Basso Releivos that adourn Italy, and which You have had the pleasure of making Your
Studies from would, I am sure, annimate my pencil, and inable me to acquire that bold free
and gracefull stile of Painting that will, if ever, come much slower from the mere dictates of
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Nature, which has hither too been my only instructor. I was allmost tempted the last year to
take a tour to Philadelphia, and that chiefly to see some of Your Pictures, which I am informd
are there. I think myself peculiarly unlucky in Liveing in a place into which there has not been
one portrait brought that is worthy to be call’d a Picture within my memory, which leaves me
at a great loss to gess the stile that You, Mr. Renolds, and the other Artists pracktice. I shall be
glad when you write next you will be more explicit on the article of Crayons, and why You disprove the use of them, for I think my best portraits done in that way.
Benjamin West to John Singleton Copley, June 20, 1767, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

Dont impute the long Omition of my not writeing to you [to] any forgetfullness or want of
that Friendship I first Shewd on seeing your works. My having been so much ingaged in the
Study of my Bussiness, in perticuler that of history Painting, which demands the greates Cear
and intelegance in History amaginable, has so intierly Prevented my takeing up the Penn to answer your Several Agreable favours, and the reception of your Picture of the little Gairl you
Sent for the exhibition. It came safe to hand in good time. And as I am Persuaded you must be
much interested in reguard to the reception it mett with from they artists and Publicks opinion in General, I as a Friend Take this oppertunity to Communicate it to you.
In regard to the Artists they Somewhat differ in Opinion from Each Other, Some Saying they
thought your First Picture was the Best, others Say the last is Superior (which I think is as a Picture in point of Exhecution, tho not So in Subject). But of those I shall give this of Mr. Reynolds
when he saw it he was not so much Pleased with it as he was with the first Picture you Exhibited, that he thougt you had not mannaged the general Affect of it so Pleasing as the other. This
is what the Artists in General has Criticised, and the Colouring of the Shadows of the flash wants
transperency. Those are thing[s] in General that have Struck them. I Cant say but the Above
remarks have some justness in them, for the Picture being at my house some time gave me an
oppertunity of Examining it with more Exectness.
The General Affect as Mr. Reynolds justly Observes is not quite so agreable in this as in the
other; which arrises from Each Part of the Picture being Equell in Strenght of Coulering and
finishing, Each Making to much a Picture of its silf, without that Due Subordanation to the
Principle Parts, viz they head and hands. For one may Observe in the great works of Van dyke,
who is the Prince of Portrait Painter[s], how he has mannaged by light and shedow and the
Couler of Dreperys made the face and hands apear allmost a Disception. For in Portrait Painting those are they Parts of Most Consiquence, and of Corse ought to be the most distinguished.
Thare is in Historical Painting this Same attention to be Paid. For if the Principl Carrictors
are Suffred to Stand in the Croud, and not distinguished by light and shadow, or made Conspicuous by some Pece of art, So that the Eye is first Caut by the Head Carrictor of the History, and So on to the next as he bears Proportion to the head Carrictor, if this is not observed
the whole is Confusion and looses that dignity we So much admier in Great works. Your Picture is in Possession of Drawing to a Correctness that is very Surpriseing, and of Coulering
very Briliant, tho this Brilantcy is Somewhat missapplyed, as for instance, the Gown too bright
for the flesh, which over Came it in Brilency. This made them Critisise they Shadows of the
Flesh without knowing from whence this defect arose; and so in like manner the dog and Carpet to Conspichious for Excesry things, and a little want of Propriety in the Back Ground,
which Should have been Some Modern orniment, as the Girle was in a Modern dress and modern Cherce. The Back Ground Should have had a look of this time. These are Critisisms I should
not mak was not your Pictures very nigh upon a footing with the first artists who now Paints,
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and my being sensible that Observations of this nature in a friendly way to a man of Your Talents must not be Disagreable. I with the greater Freedom give them, As it is by this assistance
the art is reasd to its hight. I hope I shall have the Pleasur of Seeing you in Europe, whare you
will have an oppertunity of Contemplateing the great Productions of art, and feel from them
what words Cannot Express. For this is a Scorce the want of which (I am senseble of ) Cannot
be had in Ameri[c]a; and if you should Ever Come to London my house is at Your Service, or
if you should incline to go for Italy, if you think letters from me Can be of any Service, there
are much at your Service.
John Singleton Copleyto R. G. Bruce[?], undated [1767], in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

But What shall I do at the end of that time (for prudence bids us to Consider the future as well
as the present). Why I must eighther return to America, and Bury all my improvements among
people intirely destitute of all just Ideas of the Arts, and without any addition of Reputation to
what I have already gaind. For the favourable receptions my Pictures have met with at home
has mad them think I could get a better Living at home than I can here, which has been of service to me, but should I be disappointed, it would be quite the reverse. It would rather lessen
than increase their oppinion of my Works which I aught by all prudent methods strive to avoide.
Or I should sett down in London in a way perhaps less advantagious than what I am in at present,
and I cannot think of purchasing fame at so dear a rate. I shall find myself much better off than
I am in my present situation. (I would be here understood to speak of the profits of the art only,
for as I have not any fortune, and an easy income is a nesasary thing to promote the art. It aught
to be considered, and Painters cannot Live on Art only, tho I could hardly Live without it). But
As it is not possable for me, Who never was in Europe, to settle sufficiently in my mind those
points, I must rely on Your Friendship and Mr. West to inform me. I have wrote You and Mr.
West in the plainest and most unreserved maner what the dificultys are, and doubt not Your
friendship and prudence will lead You to give all Due weit to the objections I have proposed;
and if You think they are still sufficient to keep me in this Country, I shall strive to content myself where I am.
John Singleton Copley to R. G. Bruce[?], undated [1767], in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

I observe the Critisisms made on my last picture were not the same as those made on the first.
I hope I have not in this as in the last by striving to avoid one error fallen into another. I shall
be sorry if I have. However it must take its fate. Perhaps You may blame me for not taking anoth[e]r subject that would have aforded me more time, but subjects are not so easily procured
in this place. A taste of painting is too much Wanting to affoard any kind of helps; and was it
not for preserving the resembla[n]ce of perticular persons, painting would not be known in
the plac[e]. The people generally regard it no more than any other usefull trade, as they somtimes term it, like that of a Carpenter tailor or shew maker, not as one of the most noble Arts
in the World. Which is not a little Mortifiing to me. While the Arts are so disregarded I can
hope for nothing, eith[e]r to incourage or assist me in my studies but what I receive from a
thousand Leagues Distance, and be my improvements what they will, I shall not be benifitted
by them in this country, neighther in point of fortune or fame.
George Livius to John Singleton Copley, September 14, 1767, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

I intend sending the Portraits by Captn. Fernald; he sails tomorrow. As to the price you wrote
me it exceeds considerably what was customary with you when I was in Boston two years since,
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and at present is more than was expected by some Gentlemen here, especially for a copy; and
I need not observe to you the very few opportunities you have of copying from so good a picture as one of them is. However all I shall add on this head is, that it shall be left entirely to your
discretion. I have particularly to beg that nothing may be spared to have them as perfect pictures as you can make them for your own honor and the credit of New England, for as good
pictures they may be observed in England and further convince many of your merit . . .
The Alterations I woud chuse to have in one of the pictures are, Ist. the hand which holds
the baskett of flowers. This I think is very badly foreshortned. The best way to remedy that in
the copy may be by letting the mantle cover it, tho’ I shoud prefer seeing the hand well foreshortned. The hair is also badly executed, as it is intended to exhibit hair that has been powder’d, careless in undress, but it looks more like grey hairs in its present dress, which woud be
very inconsistant with the air of the picture, which has a youthfull appearance. The person’s
age was about 30 at the time of taking the picture, and a sure circumstance that they were not
intended for grey is that at the time of her death the hair was light brown, which is the color I
woud prefer having it drawn in. Another fault, thought so by those who remember the person,
is the prodigious breadth of the picture across the shoulders (I dont mean the fall of the shoulders). This you will observe when you see the picture to be to a degree unnatural, tho I imagine it was intended to express the looseness of the bed gown; but it does not produce that effect. I woud chuse to alter the color of the bed gown from the flaring colour it is of to a more
becoming and grave one, to a garnet purple for instance; but this I leave also to your fancy and
taste.
William Carson to John Singleton Copley, August 16, 1772, in Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

You are unknown to the world and yourself. Rise but in your own opinion, and you will attempt something worthy of yourself, and then every judge will bestow on you that applause
which you justly merit. A painter of faces gains no reputation among the multitude, but from
the Characteristick strokes in the outlines. Life and expression require judgement and knowledge. You really are and ought to consider yourself inferiour to no Portrait Painter in England.
I doubt much if there is your superiour in Europe. I use the term generally, as a Copier of
nature, from any object, and I consider you can paint a Horse, Cow, Squirrel or fly as justly as
a Man or woman from the life. Why do you not attempt it? Strange objects strongly strike the
senses, and violent passions affect the mind. To gain reputation, you should paint something
new, to catch the sight and fix the attention.
I must think, if you would paint such a piece, as a Child in the Cradle, sick.—the mother
applying some remedy, her face and attitude expressing hope and fear, a Sympathizing nurse,
officious in her duty, a Doctor standing by, of strong features, and wig in Character, recommending his Nostrums in a Vial, Bolus, or box, some female friend looking on with indifference. Contrasting the objects—Suppose your wife and child, the nurse old and black of complexion, the Physician long visaged, covered under a hideous wig, pale complexion and his baird
two or three days old, and such a Young Lady looking on, eligantly dressed, as the youngest
Miss Fitch; all, in a bed Chamber with such furniture as to show the mother and child of genteel rank. Such you could copy from the life and from such paintings, only, will your merit be
known. Any piece of that kind, altho, it might cost you time and trouble will gain you more
money and reputation than all you can get by face painting in Seven years. Send such a piece
home before you go, it will be the best recommendation and you will be received there with
Eclat. Be not afraid to make the experiment, for you will please and surprise the best judges,
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tho you may not immediately please yourself. You’ll readily forgive me for my presumption in
giving advice, knowing, that I mean well, however unqualified.
I wish to hear of your arrival in England; in the mean time would be glad to hear from you,
and to render you every service in my power.
Benjamin West to John Singleton Copley, January 6, 1773, Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

Some days past Your Brother Mr. Clark delivered into my hands your letter of the 8th of Novr.,
Which informed me of your intended Tour into Italy, and the desier you express’d of receiveing
my Opinion on that Subject. I am still of the opinion the going to Italy must be of the greatest
advantage to one advanced in the arts as you are, As by that you will find what you are already
in possession of, and what you have to acquier.
As your jurney to Italy is reather to finish a studye then to begin one; Your stay in that country will not requier that length of time that would be necessery for an Artist less advanced in
the Arts then you are; But I would have that time as uninterrupted as possible. And for this reason I would have you make this Tour without Mrs. Copley. Not that she would be of any great
aditional expance, But would reather bring you into a mode of liveing that would throw you
out of your Studyes. So my Advice is, Mrs. Copley to remain in Boston till you have made this
Tour, After which, if you fix your place of reasidanc in London, Mrs. Copley to come over.
In regard to your studyes in Italy my advice is as follows: That you pursue the higher Exalances in the Art, and for the obtaining of which I recommend to your attention the works of
the Antiant Statuarys, Raphael, Michal Angilo, Corragio, and Titian, as the Sorce from whance
true tast in the arts have flow’d. There ware a number of great artist in Italy besides thoss, But
as they somewhat formd their manner in paint from the above artists, they are but second place
painters. The works of the Antient Statuarys are the great original whare in the various charectors of nature are finely represented, from the soundest principles of Philosophi. What they
have done in Statuary, Raphael, seems to have acquiered in painting. In him you see the fine
fancey in the arraignment of his figures into groops, and those groops into a whole with that
propriety and fitness to his subject, Joynd to a trouth of charector and expression, that was never
surpass’d before nor sence. Michal Angilo in the knowledge and graundor of the Human figure
has surpass’d all artists. His figures have the apearance of a new creation, form’d by the strength
of his great amagination. in him you find all that is great in design. Corragio, whose obscurety
in life deprived him of those aids in the art which Michal Angilo and Raphael had, and which
prevented his acquiering those Exalances, which so charectoris’d them. But there are other beuties in the art he greatly surpass’d even those in and all others that came after him. Which was
in the relieaf of his figures by the management of the clear obscure. The prodigious management in foreshortning of figures seen in the air, The greacefull smiles and turnes of heads, The
magickcal uniteing of his Tints, The incensable blending of lights into Shades, and the beautyfull affect over the whole arrising from thoss pices of management, is what charmes the eye
of every beholder. Titian gave the Human figure that trouth of colour which surpass’d all other
painters. His portraits have a particuler air of grandour and a solidity of colouring in them that
makes all other portraits appear trifling.
John Singleton Copley to Henry Pelham, March 14, 1775, Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley.

I have now been in this City near four months in which time I have studyed and practiced with
much application although when I tell you I have only composed the Assention; painted the
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Izard in one Picture, this last not finish[ed] by a fortnight, you will
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think I have done but little. howeve[r] you are to reflect that it takes a great deal of time to see
the Works of Art in this place. also near one month spent in Naples.
You will be glad to know in what manner an Historical composition is made, so I will give
it to you, in that way I have found best myself to proceed. I have always, as you may remember, considered the Assention as one of the most Sublime Subjects in the Scripture. I considered how the Appostles would be affected at that Instant, weither they would be scattered over
the Ground inattentive to the Action and converseing with one another, or weither they would
croud together to hear the Charge to Peter, and when that was given weither they would not
be asstonishd at their Masters rising from the Earth and full of the Godhead Assend up into
Heaven. No one who reads the Account in the first Chapter of the Acts can be at a moments
loss to decide that they would be so asstonish’d, and after Crouding together to hear what Christ
said to St. Peter with vast attention in their countinances, they would (keeping their places) and
their attention to the Assending Christ Absorbed in holy Adoration, worship him as he rose
from the Earth, and so far from speaking to one another that not one of them would reflect
that he had a companion with him. no thought could at that Instant intrude it self into their
minds, already fully possessed with Holy wonder. some may naturally be supposed to fall on
their knees: others with hands uplifted standing worship him. Some would look steadfastly on
him: others would bow their heads and in deep adoration with Eyes fixt on the Ground worship him with hands spread or on the breast but all inattentive to one another. but two Angels
stood by them; and spake to them. this would naturally ingage those that were next to them,
and as it were awaked from a trans, turn with surprise to hear what they said to them. it would
be just to observe that the Appostolick Carracter forbids to make the expression of Asstonishment very great. it should be temperd with Love and contain Majesty of behavour acquired by
many times being spectators of the Power of Christ exercised in Miracles of a Stupendious nature. This General Idea being considered, the next thing is for the Artist to Warm his Immagination by looking at some Works of Art, or Reading, or conversing; than with pen or pencil
sketch no matter how incorrect his general Idea, and when he has got so far, if he can correct
by his Ideas his Sketch, he should do it. but I found it necessary to keep in my Idea the effect
of the Whole together, which I determined would be grand if managed in the way I here Sketch
it. I determined to carry the figures in a circle which would suppose a place that Christ stood
in. this I fixed before I had determined the disposition of a single figure, as I knew it would
make a fine breadth of light and shadow, and give a Grand appearance to the Whole: and I am
certain Raphael pursued a Method something like this. you see in his School of Athens in perticular that it has a kind of ground plan thus only a little Diversified, but in general it give[s]
this Idea. I have taken this kind of figure supposing Christ in the Midst. you will find in the
Cartoon of the Death of Annanias, if my memory is good, a figure of this sort in that of Elimus,
the Sorcerer, a figure not unlike that in that of the Appostle Paul Preaching this figure. now I
have no doubt Raphael formed this general Ground plan before he fixed the disposition of any
of his figures, than place[d] them on this ground, and varyed here and there as he found it best
to break any stiffness and formallity that would otherwise appear in the work. this I can say I
found my advantage in fixing this Idea of the Whole. it lead me to the masses of Light and Shadow
and allmost to the disposition of some of my principle Figures. I forgot to mention the Transfiguration. it is in this form, I mean the Lower part of the Picture. When I had got thus far I
sketched my figures, keeping the greatest simplicity with a great breadth of Light and shadow,
that is I determined the Action of each figure and the manner of wraping the Drapery; than I
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took a Layman of about 3 feet high, and with a Table Cloath wet and rung out I disposed my
Drapery, and Sketched it with some considerable degree of eligance, and when I was uncertain
of the effect of any figure Or groop of figure[s] I drew them of the sise on a peace of Paper by
themselves shaded them and traced them on the Paper on which my Drawing was to appear to
the Publick, just in the way you have seen me proceed with Draperys, etc., in my portraits. when
I had got all my out line correct and clean, for I had traced it all from other sketch[e]s, I began
to wash in the Shades with bister. This took me about 3 Days and was a pleasant Work as I had
a correct out line and the several peaces from which I traced that out line to Shade from. I found
this Ideal Sketching at first dificult and had recourse to the Looking Glass for Actions and by
determining the place of heads hands, etc., as well as the propriety of the Action, which should
always be determined by feeling it yourself. you will soon dispose your Attitudes so near the
thing that you may exicute your Picture from the life without varying from your Drawing much,
as I will explain. When I had got my Sketch in the above state I determined to put it in Colours,
so that if I should paint it I should have nothing to alter. so I covourd my Drawing squares and
a Canvis of a Kitcat sise, and Drew all the outline. than procured a Model to sit for some heads.
from the same Model I think I painted 5 heads varying the Colour of the hair, etc.; tho was I to
paint it large I should chuse a differant Model for each head; but in this it was not necessary to
be so correct. From this model I Painted the heads, hands, feet the Draperys; tho I should chuse
to dispose them for a large Picture again and use Cloath rather than linen on a Layman as large
as life, yet what I have in my Drawing is abundantly eligant for the painting a small Picture
from. I must just observe here that although the Sketch is Ideal, yet 2 or 3 of the figures I could
not absolutely determin on without having the life. I frequently studied the works of Raphaiel,
etc., and by that kept the fire of the Imagination alive and made it my object to produce a work
that might stand by any others. sometimes a fortnigh[t] would pass before I could invent a single figure, and my whole Sketch was once drawn and shaded, when the alteration of one or two
figures seemed necessary. on this I traced it all on another paper except those figures, and drew
them on a paper by themselves, shaded them, and than traced them with the rest, and shaded
the whole as above. I have no doubt Raphael pursued this method; it appears so by his differant drawings. I hope you will be profited by this very perticular Account of my proceedings in
this my first composition. I should have been happy to have had such a plain account of the
process when I was in America, and what may seem trifling to a Man who has not known the
want of such information, I know to be of the last importance to one who has not had an oppertunity of knowing the manner the great Masters have pursued their Goddess with success.
charles willson peale in london and philadelphia
One of the earliest American pupils of Benjamin West, Charles Willson Peale was sent
to London by a group of Maryland patrons who hoped that the skills he would acquire
might later be brought to bear on the elite faces of Annapolis and Baltimore. In a letter
from one of those patrons, Charles Carroll lectures the young artist about economizing
and making the most of his English sojourn. He goes on to counsel Peale against miniature painting (not remunerative) and history painting (no market for it) in favor of
conventional oil portraits. Five years later, after his return to the colonies, Peale writes
another of those patrons, his friend John Beale Bordley, about his business prospects in
Philadelphia. Brushing aside his continental education, Peale essentially confirms Car-
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roll’s view that portraits of living people, not “Greesian and Roman statues,” will be his
concern.
Charles Carroll to Charles Willson Peale, October 29, 1767, in Lillian B. Miller, ed., The Selected Papers
of Charles Willson Peale and His Family (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), vol. 1.

It was a Pleasure to me to find by yours of the 17th March last that you were in a way of Acquiring some Improvement in your Profession but I was a Little Surprized to hear from Mr Anderson that you had thoughts of Leaving England to sail for Maryland the November following the Dates of your letters as I supposed you would make your stay in England as Long as
Possible to Git all the Insight you Could and as I Calculated the Assistance you Carried from
Hence would Enable you to make a Longer Stay but I hope both Mr Anderson and myself were
mistaken and that you have Conducted yourself with that Prudence and Frugality that you will
not have occasion to hurry away before you have in some measure attained the Ends for which
you went—you are to Consider that you will never be able to make up to your self and family
the Loss of the opportunity and that those by whom you have been Assisted will be sorry to
find their money Thrown away but I hope as I before said that I have been mistaken and those
hints are unecessary I have wrote to Mr Anderson and left it to his De[s]cretion in Case he should
Judge you Deserving to advance you Eight or Ten Guineas more on my Account
I observe your Inclination Leads you much to Painting in miniature I would have you Consider whether that may be so advantageous to you here or whether it may suit so much the Taste
of the People with us as Larger Portrait Painting which I think would be a Branch of the Profession that would Turn out to Greater Profit here you Likewise mention the Copying of good
Painting by which I suppose you mean the Study of History Painting This I Look upon as the
most Difficult Part of the Profession and Requires the utmost Genius in the artist few arrive
at a High Point of Perfection in it And indeed in this Part of the world few have a Taste for it
and very few can go thro’ the Expence of giving that Encouragement that such an artist would
Desire—but after all Consult and be guided by the best of your own Genius and Study that
Branch to which your Disposition Leads you and that you Judge most Suitable to your Talents
you had better be a Good Painter in miniature than an Indifferent one in Either of the other
Branches and be assured that what I have above wrote and mentioned Proceeds from my Desire of your welfare.
Charles Willson Peale to John Beale Bordley, November 1772, in Miller, ed., The Selected Papers of Charles
Willson Peale and His Family, vol. 1.

I have my hands full. And I believe would allways find a Sufficiency between this and New York—
I have many reasons to like the place, but I would wish to be a little beforehand in the world
first, and as I have plenty of Bussiness in the Country of Maryland and Virginia in a little while
may promise myself to be at least clear of encumbrances—I am paying some debts now, altho
I am at a considerable Expence for board and House keeping—My reputation is greatly increased
by a Number of New Yorkers haveing been here, who have given me the character of being the
best painter of America—that I paint more certain and handsomer Likenesses than Copley—
what more could I wish—I am glad I can please But Sir how far short of that excellence of some
painters, infinately below that perfection, that even portrait Painting I have seen may be carried to in a Vandyke My enthusiastic mind forms some idea of it but I have not the Execution,
have not the ability, or am I a Master of Drawing—what little I do is by mear immatation of
what is before me, perhaps I have a good Eye, that is all, and not half the application that I now
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think is necessary—a good painter of either portrait or History, must be well acquainted with
the Greesian and Roman statues to be able to draw them at pleasure by memory, and account
for every beauty, must know the original cause of beauty—in all he sees—these are some of
the requisites of a good painter, these are more than I shall ever have time or opportunity to
know, but as I have variety of Characters to paint I must as Rambrant did make these my Anticks
and improve myself as well as I can while I am provideing for my support.
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